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Chapter 801: Is there or not? 

 

Is there or not? 

“Oldest Brother just broke through to the Earth class this past year, he is training to solidify his 

foundation. He still needs to establish his foothold in this class and this is only possible when he reaches 

the middle phase. That is when we will have enough foothold for bragging rights. By asking our big 

brother, it will undoubtedly inconvenience him!” Yu Bifu shook his head. “Oh right Bide, how is your 

training going?” 

“Same old, same old. I’m stuck in the early phase of Mystic class. I had already put my hopes on Yukun, 

but who would’ve expected this disaster!” Yu Bide sadly shook his head. 

“Seems like in House Yu, in our generation, only Big Brother can breakthrough the limits…” Yu Bifu 

sighed, “I don’t think that I can ever breakthrough into the Earth Class within my lifespan…” 

“Second Brother, then your intention with Yukun…” Yu Bide hesitated as he looked at Yu Bifu. 

“Well you can be rest assured, Yukun is my nephew. I have sent someone to investigate already. The 

moment any helpful clues show up, I will let you know too!” Yu Bifu said. 

“It seems like our only option is to wait…” Yu Bifu nodded in agreement. 

Yu Bifu left with his son, Yu Shuixing. It was only when they were quite a distance away when Yu 

Shuixing spoke up, “Father, it is as I had said before. Yukun wasn’t capable enough. I should’ve been the 

one who went. Look at him now! He’s useless. On second thought it is better for me. Now, no one in my 

generation can surpass me!” 

“What the fuck are you saying? That is your cousin laying in there. How is this better?” Yu Bifu was 

getting angry at this nonsense, “If there were more strong fighters in our household, wouldn’t it be the 

more the merrier?” 

“Sorry…” Yu Shuixing said in an unapologetic tone, “He was always so weak, if I went then it would not 

have come to this predicament! To be able to best Yukun, but not lethally killing him, the opponent 

must have been at the peak of late phase Golden class. Since I’m already at the peak of early phase 

Mystic class, I could walk as if I owned the streets of the mortal world. 

“Son, you need to understand this saying, ‘there will always be someone better than you!” Yu Bifu 

stared at his conceited son. 

“I know that! Except that, those powerful people better than me rarely come out to the mortal world in 

the first place!” Yu Shuixing didn’t listen at all to his father’s warning. He was a candidate for becoming 

the next leader of the House Yu. This just empowered his arrogant and cocky attitude. It was a fact that 

the leaders of other families did not even have the same combat ability as he did, so how could he not 

show off? 

*** 



As the shanty town was being demolished, Lin Yi didn’t want to interfere. However, his presence was 

enough of a deterrent that Li Cihua felt obligated to pay top tier rates for compensation. Even if Li Cihua 

didn’t want to do so, he was afraid of Lin Yi would cause a scene while using anything as an excuse. 

Fen’s family was able to get the demolition compensation of a hundred and eighty thousand yuan. It 

was definitely a higher amount since it covered all the appliances and furniture lost. 

With the finances secured, Fen’s mother was smiling from the bottom of her heart. With the total sum 

at six hundred and eighty thousand, they could buy a new house easily. The more she thought about it, 

the faster she wanted to get it done. 

“Kangbo, do you think you can talk to Lin Yi on our behalf? To help us look for houses?” Fen’s mother 

asked. She already treated Kangbo like a son-in-law, so she wasn’t shy in asking for favors. “I heard that 

he personally knows some real estate developers, so is it possible to also get discounts?” 

“I can ask…” Kangbo knew that it would be troublesome for Lin Yi, but since Fen’s mother asked, he 

couldn’t just disregard the request. 

Kangbo found Lin Yi and mentioned Fen’s request. Lin Yi didn’t stop to think about what was asked and 

agreed to it. Seems like this was something that was also requested of him by Tang Yun. 

After Lin Yi called Mrs. Tang,he then called Tang Yun. Mrs. Tang’s new house was officially hers. While it 

was still freshly renovated, Lin Yi wanted to check on the progress. Tang Yun heard that Lin Yi was going, 

so she wanted to tag along too. 

Mrs. Tang also went along. If Tang Yun didn’t go with him, Lin Yi would have felt really embarrassed. It 

wasn’t that Lin Yi disliked Mrs. Tang, but she now had a strong personality trait that Lin Yi was just not 

used to. 

However, Lin Yi understood her situation. Tang Yun’s father’s leg was broken. Mrs. Tang had been 

working hard to upkeep the family for so many years. In her heart, she had formed a deep-rooted ideal 

in the value of money. It was not realistic to change her thinking, and Lin Yi did not want to either. 

The one Lin Yi liked was Tang Yun, not Mrs. Tang. Mrs. Tang liked money so it was easy to give her some 

money, which was no longer a big deal for Lin Yi. 

Chu Mengyao’s Audi S5 was obviously unsuitable to fit so many people. Lin Yi asked Fatty Lai to send a 

car to pick up Mrs. Tang and Tang Yun, but did not expect Fatty Lai to personally to drive the car to pick 

up Tang Yun, and then pick up Mrs. Tang. 

Lin Yi smiled bitterly, Fatty Lai’s performance was too diligent and eager. This made it difficult to ensure 

that some of the flaws were not seen through by the savvy Mrs. Tang. 

Fen’s mother saw Fatty Lai as the boss so she seemed to be somewhat uneasy. Kang Xiaobo and Fen had 

seen Fatty Lai before. They were also present at their initial meeting when they witnessed Fatty Lai, who 

was crying at Lin Yi’s feet and so they had no fear of him. 

“What kind of house do you want?” Asked Fatty Lai enthusiastically and greeted Kang Xiaobo and Fen, 

and then faced Fen’s mother. 



“I… is there a cheaper one, the position of the apartment doesn’t matter too much to me…” Fen’s 

mother said with some restraint, she thought it would be easy to find a middleman to say that she 

wanted to buy a cheap apartments. However, she did not expect that the people in charge would come 

to her and still be so polite. 

“This one…there is?” Fatty Lai turned his head to look at Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi was so angry he almost kicked Fatty Lai, “Whether there is or not, why are you looking at me?” 

“Hey… how about this one?” Before, Lin Yi did not specify his intentions clearly so Fatty Lai was clueless. 

Fatty Lai wasn’t sure if Lin Yi was trying to help Fen’s mother. From Fatty Lai’s perspective, the house 

was going to be small, but to make Lin Yi not happy, was a bad idea! 

Fatty Lai knew that Lin Yi is a person who didn’t like to help others very much, just like when he cried 

and begged, Lin Yi didn’t help. If he didn’t have perseverance, how could he have become Lin Yi’s 

lackey? 

So now the topic of Fen’s mother’s house, Fatty Lai must first consult with Lin Yi. 

Fen’s mother was stunned by Fatty Lai, “Ah? Mr. Lai, so is there… or not…” 

“Maybe there is?” Tang Yun saw Fatty Lai’s appearance, and could not help but grin. 

“Yes, of course there is!” Fatty Lai said. Fatty Lai jumped at the opportunity, after Tang Yun said that 

there was, then there must be. He laughed a little, “I was just thinking if there was any? I had too many 

things to do today and couldn’t remember things clearly” 

“That’s great!” Fen’s mother was very happy to hear that there was such a specially discounted 

apartment. She asked, “Can you take me to see it?” 

“Yes, let’s go, let’s go now!” Fatty Lai nodded. 

Mrs. Tang looked at Fatty Li thoughtfully and looked at Lin Yi and her daughter. Seems suspicious! There 

must be something going on behind her back! When she was buying the house before, Mrs. Tang felt 

that something was off and after today, she had confirmed that feeling. 

Chapter 802: Annoyed Tang Yun 

 

Annoyed Tang Yun 

“Lil’ Lai, do you have any special price for the remaining units in my building?” Mrs. Tang asked. 

“Aunt Wang, the building you are in…” Fatty Lai secretly thought that the building was new and other 

than the one he recommened to her, he hadn’t sold any other houses yet. Why would there be any 

‘remaining’ units? Since she asked, Fatty Lai lied, “I think we do, do you want to have a look at it later?” 

“Should we look at the units in the same building? It’s close to my place. Yun and Fen will be near each 

other and they can always see each other!” Mrs. Tang replied. 



Fatty Lai took Fen’s mother, Lin Yi and the others to the building Mrs. Tang chose. The lighting was good 

from both the front and back and it was one of the best buildings in the entire complex. There was no 

doubt that it had the best location. 

Since Mrs. Tang requested, Fatty Lai found a unit with a smaller floor plan on the top floor and took 

them there. 

It was a small house which consisted of two bedrooms and one living room. Although the living room 

was a little small, around forty square meters, the floor plan was great. It looked comfortable and bright, 

Fen’s mother immediately fell in love with it, “Mr. Lai, how much is this?” 

“This… This type of floor plan’s original price is 380,000 yuan. But because it’s on the top floor, and it 

faces south which means it’ll be colder in winter, it will be a little cheaper at around 300,000 yuan.” 

“Huh? Only 300,000 yuan?” Fen’s mother was shocked. Her previous shabby house was only thirty 

square meters yet she only received 180,000 yuan as compensation, a new house at forty square meters 

only costed 300,000 yuan? Isn’t that too cheap? 

The unit’s floor level and condition in winter was no problem to Fen’s mother. Her previous house was 

also at the top level and it wasn’t the unit in the middle. They didn’t have a sufficient supply of heat but 

they still survived. 

This unit supplied heat along with the rest of the apartment and it would definitely be better than her 

old house. The quality seemed rather good and hence, she immediately took a liking in it. 

“Yes, only 300,000 yuan,” Fatty Lai nodded, “We usually sell these top floor units with discounts.” 

“That’s great, this one it is,” Fen’s mother nodded and decided. 

Fen’s mother had 680,000 yuan in her hands and this unit only costed 300,000 yuan. After buying it, she 

still had 380,000 yuan which was enough for all electronics and furniture required. 

Fatty Lai called the manager of the sales department and signed the contract with Fen’s mother. She 

paid for it and the unit was now under Fen’s mother’s name. 

Fen’s mother never imagined she could buy a favourable unit so smoothly. She immediately thanked 

Mrs. Tang and Lin Yi over and over again. If it weren’t for them, where could she find such a cheap yet 

fantastic place? 

Tang Yun knew that Fatty Lai sold a unit to Fen’s mother at such a low price purely because of Lin Yi. 

How was it a unit that was still remaining? The floor plan and lighting was great, 300,000 yuan was the 

lowest they could buy it with! 

Fen also looked at Lin Yi gratefully. Her mother didn’t understand, but how could Fen not? She knew 

that Fatty Lai begged Lin Yi to treat his father’s illness and Fatty Lai also probably sold the unit cheaply to 

her family because of his gratitude towards Lin Yi. 

“Boss, thank you!” Kang Xiaobo whispered to Lin Yi, “I gained so much face today!” 

“Ha…” Lin Yi smiled, “You and Fatty Lai call me boss and you two should always help each other when in 

need.” 



Lin Yi’s words touched Kang Xiaobo. It was difficult for a leader to take great care of his subordinates like 

this. Kang Xiaobo didn’t think he put in any effort worth mentioning, as all he gave was the passion he 

had when Lin Yi first arrived. When Zhong Pingliang looked for trouble, he stepped up with Lin Yi in the 

heat of the moment and received Lin Yi’s acknowledgement and friendship. 

Mrs. Tang couldn’t wait to see her own unit after Fen’s family settled their own unit. She heard from 

Fatty Lai that the furnishing began yesterday. 

Tang Yun’s family’s unit was bright and spacious, almost three times bigger than Fen’s unit. However, 

Fen’s mother wasn’t envious as the house they had managed to afford was already out of her 

expectations. What was the point of being envious of others? 

However, Fen’s mother looked forward to drawing a prize just like Mrs. Tang drew the special prize from 

the draw. She asked Fatty Lai, “Mr. Lai, am I still able to draw a prize? My special priced unit…” 

Fen’s mother was afraid that her unit was of special price and asked nervously. 

“Of course! You can have a chance or two when you go to the sales department later,” Fatty Lai smiled. 

Mrs. Tang sighed at Fen’s mother’s excitement. She knew exactly how she got the prize, how could she 

be lucky enough to draw the best? 

Mrs. Tang recalled her luck and felt sympathetic towards Fen’s mother. She looked at Lin Yi, her 

daughter, then to the smiling Fatty Lai, and couldn’t help but comment, “Lil’ Lai, can I give the remaining 

materials to Fen’s family?” 

Mrs. Tang wanted Fen’s family to save more money. If she had any extra materials, giving it to Fen’s 

family could help them for them. 

“Huh? Well…” Fatty Lai glanced at Lin Yi again. Why would they have extra materials? All the materials 

were prepared according to the unit’s area so there shouldn’t be any remaining materials. 

Lin Yi turned his head and laughed silently. If you say there is extra then there will be extra, if you say no 

then there won’t be any. What do you want me to say? 

Fatty Lai saw that Lin Yi didn’t refuse and replied, “Alright, I’ll talk to the manager later. If there is any 

extra materials I’ll tell them to furnish Fen’s mother’s place too without labour costs. I think there are 

plenty of materials and it’s more than enough to furnish two units. That unit is small too, furnish them 

together!” 

“Ah, that’s too kind of you..” Fen’s mother didn’t think that Mrs. Tang’s request saved her an amount of 

money again. She didn’t have to pay for the labour! Mr. Lai was too kind! 

“Alright, don’t turn it down since Lil’ Lai agreed!” Mrs. Tang thought that she earned a lot of face as her 

request saved Fen’s mother labour fees! 

Tang Yun watched angrily and stomped in annoyance. She wasn’t a stingy person but she knew that 

Fatty Lai did all these because of Lin Yi. She didn’t want to owe Lin Yi too much as she had to trouble Lin 

Yi every single time. Now, she even had to trouble him for Fen’s family’s business. How will she face Lin 

Yi in the future? 



Chapter 803: Tang Yun’s Insecurity 

 

Tang Yun’s Insecurity 

Tang Yun felt like she was useless. She couldn’t help Lin Yi and she had a greedy mother who also 

wanted face, there was no way she could scold her mother in front of so many people! 

Tang Yun was stuck in a difficult position. She looked at her pleased mother and stomped in panic again. 

Her family had already bothered Lin Yi a lot, how could you also bother him for other people? 

Tang Yun didn’t know what to do and suddenly felt someone holding her petite hands. Familiar warmth 

and strength made her lift her head up and found Lin Yi smiling at her. 

“Ah!” Tang Yun jumped, “When… When did you come?” 

Lin Yi was originally with her mother and Fen’s family sorting out the furnishings while she stayed 

outside, occupied in her thoughts and didn’t notice Lin Yi approach her. 

“What are you thinking right now?” Lin Yi noticed that Tang Yun’s expressions looked unnatural as if she 

was annoyed and embarrassed. 

“Nothing…” How could she tell Lin Yi her real opinion? 

“I helped Fen’s family because of Kang Xiaobo. She’s not only your good friend, but she’s also Xiaobo’s 

girlfriend,” Lin Yi guessed what she was thinking. It was already a loss for Fatty Lai to give Fen’s family 

such a discount, it was too much for him to give their family free furnishings too. 

However, Lin Yi didn’t think it was big and Fatty Lai wouldn’t mind a small amount of money like this. 

“Thank you…” Tang Yun felt much better after hearing Lin Yi’s explanation. Her glance towards Lin Yi was 

soft and filled with love. Recalling back to their relationship, it was smooth but also difficult. Because of 

it, Tang Yun felt like she was always walking on ice. From her misunderstandings about him to her 

feelings of love, she didn’t want to lose these feelings and treated their relationship carefully. 

“You don’t have to worry about it. Your mother had a difficult time,” Lin Yi saw right through her 

mother, “Uncle Tang’s leg was broken and he can’t even get up. Aunt has to support your entire family 

herself and will naturally feel tired. She can only hide it inside her heart without telling Uncle Tang. She 

has silently supported the family for so many years and now she finally has a chance to pretend to be 

cool… Uh, I mean, to do things just for her pleasure, naturally she won’t let the chance slip by…” 

Tang Yun was angry but also amused as she glared at Lin Yi, “That’s harsh. Although my Mum is a snob 

but she’s a good person…” 

“I know, that’s why I played along, didn’t I?” Lin Yi shrugged. 

“I’ll have a chat to her after we go home, we can’t always put you in difficult positions like this…” Tang 

Yun talked everything out with Lin Yi and sighed in relief. It looked like Lin Yi didn’t really care about it. 

“Not really,” Lin Yi shook his head, “However, I am afraid that if your mother encountered a 

boss wealthier than me, what if she sells you to him?” 



“No way!” Tang Yun shook her head, “Unless she kills me.” 

“Haha…” Lin Yi held her hands rightly, “Let’s go and have a look at the furnishing style. It’s your home, 

shouldn’t you give some advice?” 

“Ok…” Tang Yun’s problem was solved and became much happier as she walked around the house with 

Lin Yi. 

The unit was indeed spacious. She never imagined her family affording such a large home before and 

coming in, she never wanted to leave again. 

At night, Tang Yun decided to talk to her mother seriously. 

“Mum, how could you make Fatty… CEO Lai furnish for Fen’s family?” Tang Yun pouted, “Do you how 

expensive materials are? How will there be extra? Even if they bought extra materials, they would give it 

to other residents who drew the special prize, why would they have any remainder?” 

“Look at you. How poor is Fen’s family? She’s your good friend, we should try to help them if we can!” 

Mrs. Tang didn’t think it mattered at all. 

“But you are bothering him! In the end, won’t they owe Lin Yi a favour?” Tang Yun fumed at her 

mother’s words. Although they should help their friends in need, they could only help within their 

capability otherwise they would be swelling their faces by slapping it! 

“What favour?” Mrs. Tang glared at her daughter, “Don’t you think that I can’t tell that Lil’ Lai is Lin Yi’s 

subordinate!” 

“Huh?” Tang Yun didn’t expect her mother to see through it and she froze. 

“See?” Mrs. Tang was pleased, “Whenever I asked something, he looked at Lin Yi to seek confirmation 

with such respect! He treats you with the same attitude and you think I don’t know that? What did you 

want to call him? Fatty Lai? You are a grown up now so you can even lie to your mother? Aren’t you 

familiar with him? Putting on a show for me?” 

“Mum… I…” Tang Yun’s face flushed red. She was bad at lying and she was embarrassed after her 

mother pointed it out. 

“Humph. Look at Lil’ Lai’s attitude, he called me Aunt. He’s the CEO of a business, why would he treat a 

housewife so politely? We are asking others for a favour, not them begging us! You think your mother is 

blind? And that special prize, that’s bullshit, it was a electric kettle but he had to say it was the special 

prize!” Mrs. Tang gabbled on, “You think I didn’t realise? Lil’ Lai wanted to please Lin Yi and you! This 

kid, why don’t you know how to utilise this connection to give us a house for free?” 

“I… I… I…” Tang Yun was furious. She wanted to talk about her mother but now she was the one getting 

scolded. She didn’t know how to talk back and panicked, “But aren’t you still troubling Lin Yi? Even if he 

is Lin Yi’s subordinate, isn’t he still Lin Yi’s man?” 

“Isn’t Lin Yi’s yours too? Are you stupid? You are his girlfriend, you are Lil’ Lai’s sister-in-law!” Mrs. Tang 

replied naturally. 



“How is that the same? You made this happen and I owe Lin Yi more and more! I feel like I can’t even lift 

my head up in front of him!” Tang Yun was now worked up and looked at her mother stubbornly, “Do 

you know how many girls like Lin Yi? I can’t help him and bother him every single day, how can I 

compete with other girls?” 

“Compete? Aren’t you his girlfriend already?” Mrs. Tang questioned back, “What can a girl do anyway? 

When you sleep with him in the future, everything will cancel out!” 

Chapter 804: Negotiation With the Orphanage 

 

  

Negotiation With the Orphanage 

“I… I don’t want to talk to you anymore!” Tang Yun cried from anger. She still couldn’t understand and 

comprehend her mother’s logic. Although Lin Yi was right about her mother having difficulties, Tang Yun 

couldn’t accept that her mother had earned such a huge ego by this chance. 

Although Lin Yi didn’t say anything, Tang Yun thought that her mother went overboard. 

Mrs. Tang shook her head and looked at her daughter, “Oh right, you haven’t told me about the two 

girls yesterday, who are they to Lin Yi?” 

“They are my rivals, they are much wealthier than me and they are going to push me away soon. Are 

you satisfied now?” Tang Yun replied in hatred and stood up. She dashed into the bathroom of the 

hospital room and cried. 

“Rivals?” Mrs. Tang froze, “Didn’t look like it?” 

The amount of compensation Qibing Real Estate paid out today was almost double than what they had 

planned. Although they could still earn some money from the rate of compensation, because they 

invested too much into the Qibing skyscrapers, the profits gained from the shantytown development 

project was not enough to make up for the amount of funds lost from their two skyscrapers! 

From the current situation, it would be great for them to just maintain their profits between thirty to 

fifty millions as it was practically impossible for anything much more than that. Their initial estimated 

earnings was enough for a skyscraper, but their dreams shattered after Lin Yi intervened. 

Zhao Qibing sat in his RV, furious at the news. His legs were broken so he couldn’t show up at the 

shantytown but watched the entire process there. 

“I haven’t even started my business yet and I lost two billion. If I can’t get it back from one project, how 

will the members of House Zhao judge me?” ZHao Qibing glared at Li Cihua. He was half crazy and all the 

great ambitions he had for his business were completely shattered. He just prayed that he wouldn’t lose 

any more money. 

“Master Bing, Lin Yi is an unstable factor of which we never considered before. Who knew that someone 

like him would suddenly appear in Songshan?” Li Cihua sighed. The powerful and almighty days he had 



before were all gone and he was nothing but a fart in front of Lin Yi. Lin Yi had never once put him in his 

eyes. 

“Lin Yi, just you wait! I won’t let you go!” Zhao Qibing clenched his fists fiercely. 

“Master Bing, can you talk to boss and tell him to get rid of Lin Yi by sending out a skilled master?” Li 

Cihua suggested after some hesitation. Lin Yi’s appearance made him do everything carefully and he 

didn’t like it at all. 

“I’ll ask…” Zhao Qibing faintly knew about some of the agreements and restraints between the hidden 

noble houses. Masters of the earth class weren’t allowed to appear in the humane world and if any 

hidden noble houses disobeyed this agreement, they would become the enemy of all the other hidden 

houses! 

Zhao Qibing didn’t know if the agreement was real or not. No hidden houses broke this rule and it was a 

fact that no one had ever seen a master of earth class. 

“But my father is already dissatisfied with my work. The most important thing right now is to expand, to 

expand the company! It’ll be easy to talk about it once we have some achievements first!” Zhao Qibing 

was too embarrassed to ask his father as he hadn’t achieved anything yet, how could he ask his father to 

send him a helper? 

“We can’t earn much from the shantytown with Lin Yi’s intervention. And we can’t lower the quality of 

our buildings, can we? It’s connected to our reputation and if someone were to expose us, we wouldn’t 

be able to sell those houses!” Li Cihua knew that they couldn’t touch the quality of the houses if they 

wanted a long term business. 

“Have you gotten in touch with the orphanage? I think that piece of land is great. It’s big and the 

location is much better than the shantytown. We’ll demolish it and build a high quality mansion 

company!” 

“Not yet. Didn’t we decide on this in the last two days? I planned to go and contact them ia while later!” 

Li Cihua replied. 

“It’s just a private orphanage. Threaten them and they won’t fight back!” Zhao Qibing said, “Alright, 

we’ll go and negotiate with them later!” 

“Roger that. We will take a few men from Zhong Fabai to scare them!” Li Cihua nodded in agreement. 

After they decided, Zhao Qibing, Li Cihua and Zhong Fabai took a group of men with them and arrived at 

the orphanage later. The two men who were injured by Lin Yi had already been sent to the hospital. 

A Benz VR, another Benz and two Jinbei vans suddenly appeared in the orphanage’s front yard, scaring 

all the children playing there. They had never seen anything like this before! 

Li Cihua pushed Zhao Qibing out of the VR on a wheelchair meanwhile Zhong Fabai and the other men 

stood on beside them as protection. 

“Call the person in charge to come here now!” Zhong Fabai yelled at the children fiercely. 



“Who are you? What are you here for?” Ken heard noise from the yard and ran out from the red brick 

house, shocked at the sight in front of him. 

“Is there anyone we can talk to here?” Zhong Fabai didn’t put Ken in his eyes as he wouldn’t talk to a 

child. 

The dean at that time was speaking to Yu Xiaoke in the room and quickly came out after hearing the 

commotion. When they saw Li Cihua, Zhao Qibing and a group of men in black, they were shocked. 

“I’m the dean here. What are you all doing here?” The dean looked at Li Cihua coldly and found him 

familiar. She then spoke to Ken, “Ken, take the children in, you lot have no business here!” 

“Okay, dean,” Ken didn’t dare to disobey and quickly took the children inside as he knew that the 

children couldn’t intervene in something like this. 

“Let me introduce myself. I am Li Cihua, this is Zhao Qibing, Master Bing, the CEO of Qibing Real Estate!” 

Li Cihua first, revealed his name before introducing Zhao Qibing, 

“Li Cihua? You are the famous Li Cihua in the Songshan city’s mafia!” The dean finally recognised him, 

“But what’s Boss Li doing in my small orphanage?” 

“We have our eyes on your land, give us a price!” Zhao Qibing was impatient. He was in a hurry to 

achieve his vision and beating around the bush was took too long as he wanted the land as soon as 

possible. 

Chapter 805: Overbearing Master Bing 

 

  

Overbearing Master Bing 

“Oh, so the developer wants to buy my land!” The dean nodded and understood what Li Cihua meant. 

“Our condition is simple. We don’t want money, you just have to build a new orphanage, fully furnished 

and equipped somewhere else according to what we want, then we will exchange this orphanage with 

you,” Yu Xiaoke immediately declared her condition as she had previously discussed with the dean. 

There were some developers who tried to negotiate with them but gave up as Yu Xiaoke’s construction 

plan was too complicated and would be too hard to earn back the costs with profits after the 

construction. 

Zhao Qibing noticed Yu Xiaoke and his eyes roamed evilly up and down her body. What a pretty girl! This 

girl was a part of the orphanage? Zhao Qibing’s heart itched. He hadn’t touched a woman since he broke 

his legs and he always dripped saliva when he saw Yu Xiaoke. 

“Yes, okay! But you also look quite fine, be my secretary and I’ll agree to whatever conditions you have,” 

Zhao Qibing looked at Yu Xiaoke pervertedly and agreed carelessly. When he laid his hands on Yu 

Xiaoke, there wouldn’t be such conditions anymore. 



“Sorry, I can’t leave the orphanage. I’m afraid you’ll have to find someone else better,” Yu Xiaoke looked 

at Zhao Qibing in disgust and immediately turned his offer down. 

“You should learn what’s good for you so to avoid us acting forcefully!” Zhong Fabai didn’t think that 

these people from the orphanage would be so stubborn, “If you don’t want to talk nicely, we’ll see what 

happens then!” 

“What, you want to threaten an old woman?” The dean laughed coldly before glancing at Li Cihua, “Li 

Cihua, you are famous in the underground here but I’m not afraid of you! You aren’t the only one who’s 

interested in my orphanage over the years. Do you know why they gave up?” 

Li Cihua was taken aback and looked at the dean in confusion. Was there some sort of secret to it? 

Perhaps the orphanage had someone supporting it? 

“Zou Tiandi had a subordinate called Uncle Yan, a gold class master,” the dean replied indifferently, “Zou 

Tiandi wanted this land but gave up after he considered it again…” 

“You… You know about the golden class?” Li Cihua looked at the dean in disbelief. The capability of a 

golden class master though, was no secret to Li Cihua. He had two men of gold class but that mad man, 

Lin Yi, killed them both. 

“This old woman isn’t skilled, but she is of golden class!” The dean’s energy increased sharply in an 

instant and Li Cihua, Zhong Fabai and Zhao Qibing all felt its suffocating pressure. Although they weren’t 

cultivators, they could distinguish their opponent’s level. Indeed, the dean’s energy was very similar to 

that of a cultivator! 

Li Cihua didn’t doubt her words this time. He didn’t imagine that a golden class master was hiding in a 

small orphanage! No wonder it stood here for so many years, they all feared her! 

“Golden class?” Zhao Qibing laughed coldly, “My father is a master at the initial stage of earth class, my 

grandfather is at the peak of the final stage of earth class. What can a golden class master do?” 

Zhao Qibing weren’t wrong; his father, Zhao Guangyin possessed the power of the initial stage of earth 

class, and the family’s grandfather Zhao was at the final stage of earth class. He was even seeking to find 

the opportunity to break through to sky class. 

However, there was a giant difference between earth and sky class and many people sacrificed 

everything and yet were still unable to achieve it. 

However, earth class was shocking enough! Zhao Qibing was in a hurry to take down the orphanage and 

he didn’t want to be scared by a golden class master! He had to use his father and his grandfather’s 

power to pressure her! 

However, he was the illegitimate child and it was a taboo for him to reveal his identity outside. If the 

House Zhao’s members knew what he did, they would criticise him for it. 

If Uncle Zhu wasn’t injured, and Zhang Long and Li Yao weren’t dead, Zhao Qibing wouldn’t have had to 

reveal his identity. Now, all the capable men around him were gone and he didn’t bring Yaowang here 

today, he couldn’t bear to leave with his tail between his legs. 



The dean thought that she could intimidate them with her class, but she was shocked to find that the 

the young man with broken legs had a father of the initial stage of earth class and a grandfather at the 

final stage of earth class. 

The dean hadn’t even put Zhao Qibing in her eyes as she only paid attention to Li CIhua. But now, if the 

young man did not lie, that would mean something different. 

“May I ask what’s your father’s name?” The dean asked after a moment of silence. 

“My surname is Zhao, I’m Zhao Qibing!” Zhao Qibing didn’t give his father’s name easily. He wasn’t 

stupid and knew that as an illegitimate child, he could only take things to a certain extent. He knew that 

if the dean was a cultivator, she would definitely know his surname and guess his background, 

“Zhao…” The dean’s expression changed drastically and looked at him in disbelief, “You are from the 

hidden House of Zhao…” 

“Humph! You shouldn’t know too much about this!” Zhao Qibing laughed coldly, “I’ll give you two 

options right now. We have a land in the rural areas under Qibing Real Estate, the area is twice as this 

one. If you agree, we will exchange land at the same price! Second, I’ll compensate you at the current 

compensation level while you seek a new living yourselves!” 

“You…” The dean could barely speak as she became agitated by Zhao Qibing’s overbearing words, but 

she still didn’t dare to make a move easily! Of course she knew the capability of House Zhao; it was a 

giant force that no noble house dared to offend! 

Of course, she didn’t know that although Zhao Qibing made it sound horrifying, his identity was merely 

the illegitimate child of the head of the family, Zhao Guangyin. He haven’t even received 

acknowledgement from his grandfather. 

“I’ve told you everything, consider it yourselves!” He sneered, “Mark my words, don’t hesitate until you 

are forced into doing it! Otherwise, you will pay for the price yourself!” 

“Why are you so overbearing? Can’t you be more reasonable?” Yu Xiaoke didn’t know about House Zhao 

and she didn’t understand why the dean conformed so easily, however, she couldn’t watch these men 

bully the dean. 

Chapter 806: Arrival of House Yu 

 

  

Arrival of House Yu 

“Xiaoke, don’t talk!” The dean knew the weight of House Zhao and she immediately jumped on Yu 

Xiaoke when she started to talk, stopping Yu Xiaoke from saying anything more. 

“Aren’t you a bold girl? But I like it!” Zhao Qibing shifted his gaze back to Yu Xiaoke and the gaze in his 

eyes became lewd, “The conditions I stated before still apply. You can come find me whenever you 

make a decision!” 



“You wish!” Yu Xiaoke glared at Zhao Qibing. She didn’t understand why the dean was so afraid of a 

disabled man in a wheelchair. 

“Humph, I hope you don’t regret it, hahahaha!” Zhao Qibing sneered. Although he drooled at Yu 

Xiaoke’s beauty, he wasn’t in a hurry as it was still inconvenient to play with women with broken legs. It 

wasn’t too late to do so after he recovered. 

“Xiaoke!” The dean was afraid that Xiaoke would say something else to provoke Zhao Qibing. Although 

she could tell that Zhao Qibing didn’t practice martial arts, his background was enough to suffocate her! 

Yu Xiaoke opened her mouth and felt wronged. Wasn’t he just boasting? Your father is at the initial 

stage of earth class and your grandfather is at the final stage of earth class, then why are you a piece of 

garbage? Who’s the good man who broke your legs? 

“Let’s go!” Zhao Qibing looked at the dean in disdain and signalled to Li Cihua. 

Li Cihua pushed Zhao Qibing back into the VR while Zhong Fabai and the rest of the men got into the 

vans before quickly departing from the orphanage. 

Those men were useless as they were nothing in front of a golden class master. Zhao Qibing wanted to 

intimidate the orphanage with them but he had to change his method after knowing that the dean was 

a golden class master. 

“Master Bing, will it be a problem for you that you revealed boss’ identity?” Li Cihua was worried. 

“Problem? What problem? What did I say? I didn’t say anything?” Zhao Qibing shook his head, “What I 

said were all truth. My surname is Zhao, my father is a master of the initial stage of earth class, my 

grandfather is a master of the final stage of earth class. However, I never said I was from the hidden 

House Zhao, she assumed it herself.” 

“That’s true. If so, the boss won’t blame you,” Li Cihua thought through it and Zhao Qibing never said he 

was from House Zhao. He didn’t even mention his father or his grandfather’s name! He just hinted and 

the dean assumed it all herself. 

“We’ll needed to utilise that,” Zhao Qibing said, “Give them a few days to discuss and take some men 

there to intimidate them again, I don’t believe that they will be so stubborn!” 

“Oh? Bring men there? Would it do anything?” Li Cihua was bewildered. 

“Of course it’s useful with Yaowang there!” Zhao Qibing replied, “Although what he cultivated wasn’t an 

expertise in attacking, he is still of the mystic class and that old woman will definitely be intimidated!” 

Li Cihua finally recalled that they had a mystic class master. No wonder Master Bing was so confident in 

his backing. Even if he didn’t seek help from boss, he would still be able to settle things with the 

orphanage easily. Confident in Zhao Qibing, he nodded, “Understood!” 

The four cars drove back to Floating Cloud. It was 4pm and it wasn’t yet open. However, a Buick business 

car with Yanjing’s number plate was parked in front of it. 

Li Cihua frowned. The car parked at the entrance of the bar and the parking spots were for the staff, not 

customers. No cars were usually allowed to park there. 



Li Cihua pushed Master Bing out of the car and the doors to the Buick opened as well and a young man 

alighted from the car. 

Li Cihua was slightly taken aback when he saw the man. He knew who the man was; the man was Yu 

Haitian, one of persons in charge of House Yu’s trade and commerce. 

Yu Haitian immediately saw Zhao Qibing in a wheelchair and he was confused. Since when did Zhao 

Qibing become disabled? 

“Master Bing, you…?” Yu Haitian was surprised. Although he was from House Yu, he knew Master Bing’s 

identity and treated him politely. 

“Isn’t this Tian bro?” Of course Master Bing knew who Yu Haitian was. Yu Haitian was a student from 

House Yu’s first branch while he was the illegitimate child of House Zhao. Their identities were 

eventually matched, no one was better than the other. 

A woman from House Yu married into House Zhao and she was the primary wife of his father, Zhao 

Guangyin. However, their arranged marriage was mainly for both the houses’ benefit, and the 

relationship between House Yu and House Zhao weren’t as harmonious! 

House Zhao envied House Yu’s businesses in the human world and they were now eager to fight for a 

sky of their own. However, they couldn’t make a move due to the promise they had made many years 

ago. It was an accident arising from numerous factors that House Yu had developed into their current 

situation. 

The branch of the hidden noble House Yu was created by those students who were chased out by the 

worldly House Yu and the branch had nothing to do with the worldly House Yu. With the expansion of 

the hidden House Yu, the worldly House Yu naturally started to seek connections with them, and 

became their money-earning tool willingly. 

The side branch gradually became the main branch meanwhile the old branch was now the side branch. 

Although it sounded ridiculous, but it was the truth and the situation could not easily be copied other 

houses. And even if the other houses wanted to copy, it was impossible! 

Hence, House Yu became the head of the worldly four big noble houses and five small noble houses. If 

those hidden houses wanted to intervene in the human world, they would not be able to easily do so as 

they were bound by the agreement! 

Historical factors had also contributed to the foundation of House Yu. House Yu claimed to the outside 

world that the House Yu in the human world had nothing to do with them, but everyone knew what the 

truth really was. However, even when House Yu made it official, no one else could do anything about it. 

House Zhao wanted to foster a puppet to work with House Yu. However, they were rejected by House 

Yu as the idea of creating a new worldly house was to contradictory with House Yu’s benefits. Hence, 

the relationship between them became more and more tense over time. 

On the surface, the two houses had a rather good relationship. Hence when Yu Haitian came to 

Songshan, the first person he visited was naturally the illegitimate child of House Zhao. He didn’t come 

here in secret like Yu Kun and he had to follow the procedure to maintain his reputation. 



“Don’t mention it, I get angry at the thought of it! A crazy maniac appeared in Songshan out of nowhere 

and since then, I’ve been running out of luck!” Zhao Qibing clenched his teeth furiously after mentioning 

his legs. 

Chapter 807: Master Bing’s Complaint 

 

  

Master Bing’s Complaint 

Zhao Qibing didn’t hide it from Yu Haitian as it was no longer a secret that his leg was broken by Lin Yi. 

All those students from the noble houses saw it and Yu Haitian would know the truth if he just asked 

around. Hence, there was no need for him to lie as it would just be more awkward if Yu Haitian exposed 

it. 

“Oh? A maniac who dared to touch Master Bing? What background does he have? Is he sick of living? 

Even people from the noble houses wouldn’t dare to do that, right?” 

“Let’s talk inside, this isn’t a good place to talk,” Zhao Qibing gestured towards the door. Although there 

were some conflicts between House Yu and House Zhao, it didn’t affect Yu Haitian and Zhao Qibing’s 

private friendship. Both of them drifted on the outskirts of the house and were only able to increase 

their power by having each other’s connections. 

Li Cihua was aware of Yu Haitian’s identity and didn’t dare to walk next to him. He pushed Master Bing 

from the back, allowing the two to walk into Floating Cloud side bye side. They arrived at the room 

behind the bar and Zhao Qibing invited Yu Haitian to sit on the couch while he stayed in his wheelchair, 

“Tian bro, I apologise that I can’t welcome you by standing up.” 

“Nonsense, we don’t need to be so polite between brothers!” Yu Haitian smiled, “How did you break 

your legs? Can you tell your brother? I just came here and I’m not aware of Songshan’s circumstances!” 

“Don’t even mention it, it’s all tears!” Zhao Qibing sighed, “You know my identity, House Zhao’s 

illegitimate child. It’s a really awkward status, so I wanted to show some achievements to House Zhao in 

order to earn a place there!” 

“I understand!” Yu Haitian nodded as he knew why Zhao Qibing was in a awkward position. Although he 

was the firsrborn, Zhao Guangyin’s son, he was illegitimate and it was a sensitive topic. 

“So I came to Songshan, which Li Cihua held a lot of power, and wanted to do something in property 

development,” Zhao Qibing continued, “But I didn’t imagine a person called Lin Yi to run out of 

nowhere. When I took down his girlfriend’s house and ruined her face, he decided to break my legs…” 

“Lin Yi?” Yu Haitian paused. Doesn’t the name sound familiar? Wasn’t he one of the suspects which 

House Yu’s head, his second uncle, Yu Shuixing asked him to investigate? 

However, Yu Haitian found it strange that Lin Yi had dared to beat Zhao Qibing. Didn’t Zhao Qibing have 

any masters protecting him? Even if he was the illegitimate child, House Zhao couldn’t possibly leave 

him uncared for, could they? He asked in bewilderment, “Didn’t you have anyone protecting you at the 

time?” 



“Uncle Zhu was there,” Zhao Qibing sighed, “He’s a master at the initial stage of mystic class! He only 

exchanged one palm of the hand and he’s still lying in bed. You can go see him later, you know Uncle 

Zhu!” 

“Sssss…” Yu Haitian inhaled sharply after hearing Zhao Qibing’s words. Of course he knew who Uncle 

Zhu was. He was famous and had seeked protection under House Zhao. Although he didn’t level up too 

much, he was at the initial stage of mystic class. If he was severlyinjured after merely one attack and was 

still lying in the bed, just what class was Lin Yi at? 

However, if Uncle Zhu was resting in bed, was Lin Yi in an equal or better condition? Although Yu Haitian 

was surprised that Lin Yi was capable of exchanging an attack with Uncle Zhu, he still didn’t think Lin Yi 

was skilled enough. If he was, Uncle Zhu would be dead instead of lying in bed! 

“How’s that Lin Yi now?” Yu Haitian asked in surprise. 

“Jumping around in perfect condition,” Zhao Qibing replied with hatred. 

“Huh? No way! Uncle Zhu’s resting in bed, how is he fine? Does that mean he’s so skilled that we are 

unable to figure out his class?” Yu Haitian was shocked. 

“Not to that extent. According to Uncle Zhu, Lin Yi was at most at the initial stage of mystic class. As to 

why he’s jumping around, it’s because of his expertise in medical practices!” Zhao Qibing replied 

honestly without hiding anything. 

Zhao Qibing was never an idiot and although he acted in the heat of the moment recently, he was 

actually a smart guy. In front of Yu Haitian, he returned to his usual calmness. 

From Zhao Qibing’s point of view, Yu Haitian didn’t come here to travel, but with intention in mind! Yu 

Haitian paid much attention to Lin Yi, perhaps he came for Lin Yi! 

If House Yu wanted to deal with Lin Yi, it would decrease Zhao Qibing’s pressure. House Yu was the top 

noble house in the humane world, the amount of skilled masters they had were incomparable to that of 

an illegitimate child. 

“A master of mystic class! Which influence does he belong to? How come I’ve never heard of a mystic 

class master before?” Yu Haitian was astonished with Lin Yi’s identity as he seemed to have just 

appeared out of thin air. 

All the masters in the humane world were recorded down in House Yu’s collection of files. They have 

almost completely collected all the information on every skilled master but they had never heard of Lin 

Yi before. 

“I’m not sure,” Zhao Qibing shook his head, “But there is absolutely nothing I can do to him. Uncle Zhu is 

still recovering and you know that masters of the earth class can’t appear so easily in the humane world. 

Your brother is suffering!” 

Yu Haitian made an estimation in his heart. After hearing that Lin Yi was a master of mystic class, he 

could confirm that Lin Yi was the one who injured Yu Kun! Because Lin Yi was one of the people Yu Kun 

was looking for, it was reasonable that Yu Kun was injured by Lin Yi! 



The most astonishing was Lin Yi’s capability. Mystic class? Or perhaps even higher? Yu Haitian didn’t 

think that it was only because Lin Yi was skilled in medical practices. House Zhao had numerous experts 

in medicine but Uncle Zhu was still in bed! 

If Lin Yi could continue to jump around Songshan like nothing happened, he must be powerful. 

“Master Bing, what would you like to do? Will you let go of him this easily?” Yu Haitian asked without 

changing his expressions. 

“What can I do? It’s not that I don’t want to let him go, but he won’t let me go!” Zhao Qibing rolled his 

eyes and laughed bitterly, “He scammed 300,000 yuan from me today!” 

“Oh? How come? He scammed you? He puts even a mere 300,000 in his eyes?” Yu Haitian asked in 

bewilderment 

Chapter 808: Lin Yi’s Background 

 

  

Lin Yi’s Background 

“It’s a long story…” Zhao Qibing recounted the cause of his first conflict with Lin Yi, to Lin Yi taking down 

his skyscraper, him buildin a second one of which Lin Yi just blew it down again. 

Yu Haitian was shocked as he listened to the story. This Lin Yi is sick! If what Zhao Qibing said was true, it 

was most likely Lin Yi who had beaten Yu Kun up! If Lin Yi was unbridled enough to break the legs of 

House Zhao’s illegitimate child, he wouldn’t care about House Yu’s Yu Kun! 

Yu Haitian finally understood why Zhao Qibing held his anger in without looking for trouble again. He 

attempted to do so yet he was still the unlucky one! 

“If so, isn’t he pretty capable?” Yu Haitian didn’t come here to become Lin Yi’s rival but came to collect 

information about him, it didn’t matter to him of how powerful Lin Yi was. His physique didn’t allow him 

to practice martial arts so he took care of House Yu’s business and collecting information. 

“You could say that,” Zhao Qibing replied indifferently, “Tian bro, you are interested in him?” 

“Oh, well, it’s not a secret,” Yu Haitian sighed, “My cousin, Yu Kun, had his cultivation forcefully 

discarded here in Songshan.” 

“Huh? Your cousin? Yu Kun?” Zhao Qibing was taken aback, “I remember Yu Kun was a master at the 

final stage of golden class? How did that happenn… Don’t tell me Lin Yi did it?” 

It wasn’t odd for Zhao Qibing to mention Lin Yi immediately as they had been talking about him. 

“I’m not sure yet, but it seemslike he was the one after hearing what you said,” Yu Haitian shook his 

head, “To be honest, Master Bing, I came to Songshan to collect information this time!” 



“Ordinary people would not be able to do that to your cousin at such level, Lin Yi is the only one who can 

do that in the entire Songshan!” Zhao Qibing replied, “The other masters aren’t as strong as Lin Yi. 

House Zhao has two masters of golden class but Lin Yi killed them both!” 

“Oh? House Zhao’s two masters of golden class died in Lin Yi’s hands?” Yu Haitian was shocked once 

again. Lin Yi first injured Uncle Zhu, then Zhao Qibing. Although he was rampant, he only injured people 

and he didn’t touch House Zhao’s bottom line. 

House Zhao was a hidden noble house and it was unjustified and undeserved to ask a mystic class 

master to fight for their illegitimate child’s face. However, it was a completely different story if their 

golden class masters were killed by Lin Yi! 

Although golden class masters were nothing to the hidden noble houses, they were still the most 

powerful people amongst those uncultivated people. Having golden class masters in their house meant 

they had more powerful allies, how could they not care? 

However, Yu Haitian was confused as House Zhao made no move after Lin Yi killed two of their golden 

class masters. 

“Those two originally worked under Li Cihua. One of them was at the initial stage of golden class, and 

the other at the final stage…” Zhao Qibing laughed bitterly, “Li Cihua arranged two people to get rid of 

Lin Yi but they went missing. In the end, we found them under a cliff, dead in the ruins of a car…” 

“Hmm… That severe?” Yu Haitian exclaimed, “Will House Zhao let it go?” 

“Tian bro, you know how awkward my identity is. Although my father is the young owner of the house, 

there’s still my grandfather ruling over him. If my grandfather does not open his mouth, it would be 

impossible for my father to arrange earth mystic masters to fight Lin Yi for me…” Zhao Qibing smiled 

bitterly, “All the masters in the final stage of earth class were ordered by my grandfather to cultivate in 

order to find an opportunity to break through to the earth class. I really don’t know what I can do to Lin 

Yi now…” 

“Is that so…” Although Yu Haitian’s expression had not changed, he was frowing on the inside. He didn’t 

believe that House Zhao was willing to swallow this silently as it wasn’t a small matter. A nameless brat 

killed two golden class masters from a hidden house, injured a mystic class master and even broke their 

son’s legs, wouldn’t it be a huge joke if it was exposed? How could House Zhao leave it unattended? 

There must be more to it! 

Perhaps Zhao Qibing didn’t know because Zhao Guangyin didn’t tell him, or perhaps Zhao Qibing knew 

why but didn’t tell him the truth. 

No matter what, Yu Haitian became alerted and decided to report this matter carefully to his second 

uncle! 

“I’m begging for nothing but for Lin Yi to let me go and I hope he can let me earn some money smoothly. 

If Tian bro wishes to deal with Lin Yi, I’m willing to give you hand! If you need anything, I won’t push the 

responsibility away if you ask!” Zhao Qibing hoped that House Yu could step up and get rid of Lin Yi as he 

was incapable. House Yu was so powerful that even the branch in the humane world had masters of 

mystic class and hence it shouldn’t be a problem at all to kill Lin Yi. 



“Hmm… This Lin Yi, what background does he have? Which influence does he belong to?” Yu Haitian 

asked indifferently. 

“I’m not sure!” Zhao Qibing shook his head, “My father investigated him and asked other hidden noble 

houses, but no one seemed to know what background he has. For now, Lin Yi is Chu Pengzhan’s 

daughter, Chu Mengyao’s follower from Pengzhan Industry. He lives with Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu 

together. It looks like Chu Pengzhan employed him.” 

“Employed? A mystic class master working as a normal businessman’s daughter’s follower? Why does 

that sound unbelievable?” Yu Haitian pondered as it just wasn’t worthy of Lin Yi’s capability. 

“It is the truth and everyone knows about it in Songshan!” Zhao Qibing continued, “At first, I told Li 

Cihua to handle Pengzhan Industry and honestly speaking, I wanted their financial resources for myself! I 

tried to laid my hand on Chu Mengyao a few times but Lin Yi always intervened and caused my plans to 

fail! No one would believe that Linyi wasn’t Chu Mengyao’s follower, otherwise, why would he care so 

much?” 

“That’s strange…” Yu Haitian frowned, “His background sure is weird! If it’s like what you said, Lin Yi 

doesn’t look like he has any sort of background. If Chu Pengzhan could employ him, what background 

could this mystic class master have? But how can an ordinary person become a mystic class master?” 

“I don’t know about that…” Zhao Qibing shook his head, “Tian bro, I’ve told you everything I know. If you 

need any help in Songshan, speak, and your brother will do anything to help! Lin Yi is our common 

enemy now, I ought to provide you with help!” 

Chapter 809: House Yu’s Decision 

 

  

House Yu’s Decision 

“Okay, I will report this to the head of the house!” Yu Haitian nodded, “It looks like we need to plan 

before we make a move!” 

“Shall we have dinner together?” Zhao Qibing invited, after they finished discussing the important 

matters. 

From his perspective, he believed that their relationship could advance further now they had a mutual 

enemy. 

“No thanks, I need to investigate more on the Pengzhan Industry and Lin Yi before reporting it to the 

head so that we can think of a plan as soon as possible!” Yu Haitian refused. 

“That’s fine. Next time then! We’ll go and have a good time after my legs are recovered!” Zhao Qibing 

didn’t urge him to stay as he knew that Yu Haitian was in a hurry to do other things. 

After Yu Haitian left Floating Clouds, he immediately reported all the information he received back to 

Yanjing’s House Yu. 



Yu Shuixing, Yu Bide and Yu Feng were all sitting outside Yu Kun’s room. This time, the beautiful middle 

age lady who was Yu Kun’s mother was not present. As it was House Yu’s family meeting, only the 

second and third sons of the family, as well as second son’s child, Yu Feng, attended. 

Their father and the oldest son of the house had broke through from mystic class to earth class masters. 

Their father often shut himself in to cultivate and their older brother continued with his cultivation as 

well, so everything was mainly handled by the two brothers and Yu Feng and Yu Kun of the younger 

generation! 

Of course, there was a close branch of which Yu Haitian came from. However, Yu Haitian wasn’t a good 

fit for cultivation and his parents passed away early, so he was the only one left who handled their 

trades and businesses. 

“What does everyone think of the information Tian reported back to us?” Yu Shuixing asked Yu Bide and 

Yu Feng who both had grave expressions as he read the copy of Lin Yi’s information in his hands. 

“Second brother, I’m ninety percent sure that Kun was injured by this Lin Yi!” Yu Bide replied with eyes 

filled with hatred. Although Yu Kun wasn’t as talented as Yu Feng, he was still a genius in eyes of other 

houses! At such a young age, he was at the final stage of golden class, he had a bright future in front of 

him! 

However, he fell into Lin Yi’s hands, how could Yu Bide not loathe Lin Yi? 

“Yes. This is our assumption for now, but we’ll have to wait for Kun to wake up to tell us the truth…” Yu 

Shuixing nodded. 

“Brother, are we going to let it go? Kun would be hurt in vain! Why can’t we take revenge?” Yu Bide 

panicked. 

“Of course we won’t let it go,” Yu shunning waved his hands, “Do you think Zhao Qibing is an idiot? Do 

you think the hidden House Zhao is stupid?” 

“Well…” Yu Bide paused for a while and seemed to remember something. 

“Lin Yi broke their illegitimate child’s legs, injured Uncle Zhu who reached the initial stage of the mystic 

class, he even killed two golden class masters. How severe is that?” Yu Shuixing lowered his voice, “Do 

you think House Zhao will let it go? It’s not about their faces anymore, Lin Yi is provoking them!” 

“But… Them…” Yu Bide breathed and he was overwhelmed with shock, “Does it mean that they are 

afraid of something? Zhao Qibing didn’t tell Tian the truth?” 

Yu Shuixing nodded and waved his hands, “I don’t know if Zhao Qibing told the truth or not! He’s only an 

illegitimate child and we are not even sure if he’s allowed to know the things of House Zhao. However, 

the upper levels of House Zhao has yet to make a move and Lin Yi is still jumping around Songshan city, 

isn’t this enough to show us the problem?” 

“Brother, you are right! I was too impulsive and I didn’t think through everything thoroughly!” Yu Bide 

nodded seriously. 

“I can understand your urge to seek revenge,” Yu Shuixing sighed, “I want to revenge for Kun too! You 

are his father, but Kun is also part of our House Yu!” 



“According to you, what should we do now…” Yu Bide asked carefully. 

“We’ll observe without making any moves first…” Yu Shuixing couldn’t think of a good plan either, “I 

think we should investigate to clarify Lin Yi’s background first! After Kun wakes up, we’ll make the final 

decision after making sure it was Lin Yi who injured him!” 

“That’s good… Then let Tian investigate more in Songshan!” Yu Bide nodded. 

“But we need Tian to take care of our business here in Yanjing…” Yu Shuixing hesitated slightly but Kun’s 

situation was also significant. 

“Father, let me go and meet that Lin Yi! Tian bro doesn’t practice martial arts and it is dangerous for 

him. I’m already at the peak of the initial stage of mystic class, I think that Lin Yi won’t be able to touch 

me!” Yu Feng volunteered, “It’ll be safer for me to investigate…” 

“Well…” Yu Shuixing never imagined that Yu Feng would volunteer to vote go to Songshan! It was a good 

choice for Yu Feng to substitute Yu Haitian, but he was afraid that Yu Feng would cause problems again! 

After all, he was still young and frivolous and cultivated at home without going on missions. 

Considering Yu Feng’s current level, Yu Shuixing didn’t think there was anything to worry about. Lin Yi 

was probably at the initial stage of mystic class, or else he wouldn’t have tied with Uncle Zhu! 

Yu Shuixing didn’t think that Lin Yi was scared to kill Uncle Zhu. If he was afraid of offending House Zhao, 

he wouldn’t have killed two golden class masters! It was the same with Kun’s case; Lin Yi should have 

just broke through to mystic class and his powers were unstable, that was why even Kun survived! 

As for those golden masters who died in the car, Yu Shuixing believed that Lin Yi used some kind of 

method to cause it. With Yu Feng’s powers, he wouldn’t have a problem in Songshan! 

“Father, there is no one who’s more suitable than me. You and third uncle can’t go yourselves, can 

you?” Yu Feng asked. 

“Fine, you can go, but your main mission to investigate Lin Yi’s background, not looking for trouble. 

Don’t get into conflicts with him!” Yu Shuixing hesitated for a while but agreed. 

“Humph, naturally I won’t do that. I’m afraid that he’ll come for me, but of course that’s also good. I 

won’t need an excuse to kill him with a single blow then and avenge Kun!” Yu Feng replied proudly. 

“Don’t get into conflicts if you can…” Yu Shuixing didn’t show a definite stance. If Lin Yi decided to make 

a move first just like what Yu Feng suggested, they couldn’t just sit back and do nothing. If Yu Feng killed 

him then, no one would be able to say anything! 

Even if Lin Yi had some sort of background, House Yu wasn’t weak either! If he died, who could do 

anything about it? 

Yu Shuixing made the decision as he thought through the situation. 

“I understand!” Yu Feng saw his father’s expressions and understood what he meant. 

Chapter 810: Orphanage’s Worry 

 



Orphanage’s Worry 

In the orphanage, the dean and Yu Xiaoke sat in her room face to face and Yu Xiaoke immediately asked, 

“Master, what is hidden House Zhao? Why is that Zhao Qibing so arrogant?” 

“Hidden House Zhao…” The dean sighed, “There are four big noble houses and five small noble houses, 

you’ve heard of it before, right?” 

“Of course! I’ve heard that they are rich and powerful families!” Yu Xiaoke sounded envious, “If I know 

where they are based, we won’t have to worry about living expenses if I go and take a round there….” 

“Nonsense!” The dean glared at Yu Xiaoke and scolded seriously, “If you go, I’m afraid you won’t be able 

to come back!” 

“Huh? It’s that bad?” Yu Xiaoke jumped and stuck her tongue, “I wasn’t serious about it…” 

“No, you can’t! Do you know how powerful they are? There are numerous golden class masters and 

even mystic class masters! How dare you go there? How many lives do you have?” The dean scolded, 

“You cannot do that whatsoever!” 

“Oh… I understand!” Yu Xiaoke nodded but felt like it was a pity. It would be great if she could go and 

steal off them once. However, she continued to question, “Is that hidden House Zhao part of those 

houses?” 

“No, it is a hidden house and its existence is more frightening than those noble houses!” The dean shook 

her head, “Hidden houses are full of skipped masters but they don’t intervene in the businesses of the 

humane world. Otherwise, these nobles houses we have now will be nothing to them…” 

“If so, why is Zhao Qibing here? Isn’t he lying?” Yu Xiaoke heard the dean’s words and asked strangely. 

“We don’t know if he’s lying or not, we’ll just have to go with the flow and see. If he really brings 

masters over, your master’s power is not even enough to put on a show in front of them…” The dean 

shook her head. 

“They are bullies! Why? What about our children here?” Yu Xiaoke was furious. 

“Bullies? They are, I suppose. But what can we do? We aren’t powerful enough to fight them!” The dean 

sighed, “I can’t expose my identity… Or it will be big trouble…” 

“Master, that year…” Yu Xiaoke paused. She asked her master numerous times, yet the dean never told 

her a word and she was extremely curious. 

“There are some things you shouldn’t know,” her master replied indifferently, “Or you will be in big 

trouble too!” 

“Oh…” Although Yu Xiaoke was curious, she closed her mouth obediently. 

The kidney trafficking case was finally officially closed. The main culprit, tattoo bro, was sent to the court 

meanwhile Zhong Pingliang and An Jianwen offered evidence of the kidney trafficking company’s crimes 

as victims. 



An Jianwen felt disgusted and ridiculous. The kidney trafficking company was his, yet he had to offer 

evidence for it! 

When Zhong Pingliang saw An Jianwen appear in court as a victim, he was surprised and delighted! An 

Jianwen’s kidney was taken away? Wasn’t he the one who controlled the company? How did he become 

a victim? 

Karma! An Jianwen made him lose a kidney and he finally suffered the consequences! 

However, Zhong Pingliang still found it strange. Since An Jianwen became a victim in court, the police 

must’ve confirmed that he lost his kidney! 

An Jianwen was finally freed from the control of the police and he Dailed Zhong Pingliang’s number at 

once. 

In the court, he saw Zhong Pingliang staring at him oddly an he panicked. He prayed that Zhong 

Pingliang won’t give him away and luckily Zhong Pingliang only smiled bizarrely without selling him out. 

An Jianwen didn’t know what Zhong Pingliang was trying to express. Sympathy? Strangeness? Or 

perhaps he was laughing at his misfortune? 

An Jianwen knew that Zhong Pingliang loathed him for cutting one of his kidneys off. But now, his own 

kidney was cut off for Zhong Pingliang. Wouldn’t his temper cool down now? 

No matter what Zhong Pingliang was thinking An Jianwen decided to contact Zhong Pingliang at once 

and ask for his kidney back. Although he could spend money to buy another kidney, it would never be as 

good as his original. 

Gao Xiaofu went home with Zhong Pingliang. After Zhong Pingliang arrived at home, the first thing he 

did was to take a shower to wash off all the misfortune. With Miracle Doctor Kang’s medicine, his 

wound was already gone, and his body recovered nicely. 

“Liang bro, isn’t it weird? An Jianwen’s kidney was cut off as well? Wasn’t he the one who operated the 

kidney trafficking company?” Gao Xiaofu asked in confusion. 

“Who knows? But now he didn’t just lose his company, he also lost his kidney. I feel much better now!” 

Zhong Pingliang nodded, “Oh right, how’s Lin Yi these days?” 

“Same as always. He’s still famous in the school and no one dares to talk to him…” Gao Xiaofen sighed, 

“Liang bro, when is Naipao coming back? We can take revenge after he’s back!” 

“I’m not sure. If we aren’t busy we’ll go up the mountain and see if he needs any help,” Zhong Pingliang 

replied. 

“Ok, I wanted to visit him!” Goa Xiaofu nodded as he looked forward to Zhang Naipao’s comeback. 

As they talked, Zhong Pingliang’s phone rang. He picked up and found that it was an unknown number 

and decided to pick up, “Hello? This is Zhong Pingliang, who is this?” 

“Pingliang, it’s me, An Jianwen!” An Jianwen sounded extremely enthusiastic. 



“Oh, Wen bro? What’s up?” Zhong Pingliang’s expression changed. Why are you calling again? What do 

you need from me? 

“Ah, Liangzi, there’s something important I need to tell you!” An Jianwen didn’t notice the unfriendliness 

from Zhong Pingliang’s voice as he couldn’t see Zhong Pingliang’s expression, “How’s your kidney? Do 

you have any problems with it?” 

“What? Is there a problem with the kidney you gave me?” Zhong Pingliang laughed coldly in silence. I 

had necrosis with my kidney and it was cut off, how dare you ask me if there’s anything wrong? You 

made me go through three surgeries for no good reason!  

Chapter 811: Gao Xiaofu’s Evil Plan 

 

Gao Xiaofu’s Evil Plan 

“I won’t lie about this. I wanted to give you Lin Yi’s kidney but that kid was too sly. He suddenly jumped 

up before he was carried to the surgery and hit me unconscious. I was the one who underwent the 

surgery and the doctor gave my kidney to you…” An Jianwen explained gloomily. 

“Huh?!” Zhong Pingliang widened his eyes. No way! That was the truth? No wonder Lin Yi was jumping 

around in perfect condition! No wonder An Jianwen lost his kidney! His kidney was on Zhong Pingliang! 

Zhong Pingliang couldn’t help but to sneer at An Jianwen’s misfortune. Why did you have to take my 

kidney? Now you had to pay for your own actions! You’ve being cutting off people’s kidneys, now it’s 

finally your turn!  

No wonder the kidney didn’t match his, it was the wrong one after all! 

“What? How are you so unlucky?” Zhong Pingliang pretended to feel sorry but felt extremely happy. 

“Exactly! Brother, now we are in the same boat!” An Jianwen sounded like he was going to cry. 

“Same boat? I have my other kidney now, how are we in the same boat?” Zhong Pingliang purposed 

replied so as he wanted to make An Jianwen angry. 

“Uh, but your kidney is mine and it definitely won’t match! So, in order to prevent more troubles, why 

don’t you transplant the kidney back to me? If there’s more necrosis it will affect your health!” An 

Jianwen said, “Your brother, I, will find you a kidney that matches you perfect…” 

Give it to you? Damn it, You’re crazy ? You made me go through so much, and you still want me to give it 

back to you? Even it’s always dying, how can I give it away? Find me another one? Who are you lying to? 

You kidney trafficking company is gone. So where could you go to find me another one?  

Zhong Pingliang didn’t believe An Jianwen’s words. He loathed him. If it wasn’t for An Jianwen, he would 

have never lost his kidney. Not to mention that the kidney was already in a bad condition. Zhong 

Pingliang would rather throw it away than give it back to An Jianwen! 

“Is that so? I’ll go to the hospital to see if it matches or not first then!” Zhong Pingliang replied 

indifferently and hung up before An Jianwen could say anything else. 



An Jianwen held his phone and laughed bitterly. He felt like Zhong Pingliang didn’t believe what he said 

and wants to take his kidney! He prayed that Zhong Pingliang will go to the hospital to check and return 

it to him after finding out that kidney is useless as it doesn’t match! 

Zhong Pingliang hung up the call with his face full of disdain. He laughed coldly and turned to Gao 

Xiaofu, “An Jianwen wants my kidney? What a lunatic!” 

Gao Xiaofu sat close to Zhong Pingliang and it was quiet at home as they were the only ones there. 

When An Jianwen spoke through the phone, he herd everything clearly and agreed, “Exactly. Not to 

mention that it’s a case of necrosis, even if it’s not, we won’t give it back to him! If it wasn’t for him, how 

would Liang bro become like this? Even if you wanted to pursue Chu Mengyao, you won’t even have the 

confidence to do it now!” 

“Exactly! I, Zhong Pingliang, promise that I won’t let An Jianwen go! After Naipao comes back, I’ll keep in 

mind of all the thing he had done!” Zhong Pingliang clenched his teeth fiercely. 

“Liang bro, I have a good, idea and we can punish An Jianwen before Zhang Naipao comes back!” Gao 

Xiaofu’s eyes suddenly shone. 

“Oh? What is it?” Zhong Pingliang quickly asked. 

“Liang bro, doesn’t he want your kidney? If so, we’ll give him one!” Gao Xiaofu sneered. 

“Give him one? From where? The dead kidney was thrown away!” Zhong Pingliang was confused, “Even 

if I did have one, I wouldn’t want to give it to him. I hate him so much, why would I do that?” 

“Liang bro, listen to me first!” Gao Xiaofu lowered his voice and continued mysteriously, “I said we’ll give 

him one back, but never said we’ll give his own kidney back! We can give him something else! I’ve heard 

that dog and pig’s kidneys looks similar to human kidneys, we’ll give him a dog kidney and give him a 

transplant surgery… Hehe…” 

“Oh? That’s a good idea, but will it match?” Zhong Pingliang’s eyes also shone brightly. 

“Who cares? It’s the best if it doesn’t match! We’ll make him go through it too! We will let him enjoy the 

trouble of removing a kidney immediately after a transplant, he will have to go through three surgeries 

too!” 

“Damn, why didn’t I think of it?” Zhong Pingliang was immensely delighted, “We’ll give him a dog 

kidney! But will the doctor see the difference?” 

“Well…” Gao Xiaofu pondered for a while, “We will search for the doctor. Tell him that because the 

kidney trafficking case was just closed and you didn’t dare to perform the transplant at hospital. An 

Jianwen’s company was gone and he wont’ have his own doctor!” 

“That’s true. Hahaha, An Jianwen, who told you that you could take my kidney? I’m going to give you a 

dog kidney and make you experience the pain!” Zhong Pingliang thought that he could punish An 

Jianwen, and he was delighted, “Xiaofu, I can’t go out too much after recovery, I’ll leave this to you! Find 

a reliable black clinic and find a wild dog with rabies, hahahaha!” 

“Don’t worry, it’s easy, just leave it to me!” Gao Xiaofu patted his chest as he reassured Zhong Pingliang. 



“There are 30,000 yuan in my card. It should be enough for the operation…” Zhong Pingliang passed a 

bank card to Gao Xiaofu, “It’s my allowance from my dad this month…” 

“Why are we usign our own money? He should pay for the kidney which he wants from us! Shouldn’t he 

give you some nutrition fees?” 

“True! Why are we spending money? Go ask money from him. Hahaha, we won’t only give him a dog 

kidney but also get some money!” Zhong Pingliang laughed happily, “Xiaoofu, aren’t you smart now!” 

“Ahh, all these things that happened recently made me grow up!” Gao Xiaofu nodded, “I need too move 

smartly in the future, I won’t be so brainless in the future! 

“Mhm, but you must keep our plan secret, don’t let An Jianwen know!” Zhong Pingliang said, “Although 

my dad words under Master Bing, but we can’t offord to offen the influence behind An Jianwen!” 

“Don’t worry, Liang bro, I won’t say anything!” Gao Xiaofu nodded. 

Chapter 812: Mischievous Chen Yushu 

 

Mischievous Chen Yushu 

Another weekend had arrived. 

Lazy Lin Yi woke up from his sleep. After getting up, he found the Miss and Chen Yushu awake and 

watching TV on the sofa in the living room. 

Seeing Lin Yi coming out, Chu Mengyao poked Chen Yushu. 

“Hey Shield bro, Yaoyao sis made you breakfast with love. Uou should go eat it!” said Chen Yushu to Lin 

Yi, after getting a hint from Chu Mengyao. 

“Shu, what are you talking about? What breakfast made with love ?” Chu Mengyao was a little pissed, 

she had only called to order KFC. How did that become a breakfast made with love? 

“I don’t know, I don’t know anything. You poked me with your finger, I thought you were hinting to me 

to say something.” said Chen Yushu innocently. 

“Ahem!” Chu Mengyao had no choice but to turn around and look up at Lin Yi: “We saw that you 

weren’t awake yet so Yushu and I called for KFC breakfast delivery. There are still some left, go eat it.” 

In actuality, Chu Mengyao wanted to make it herself, but when she thought about the failure from last 

time, she gave up the idea of personally cooking a meal. The outcome will be a mess like the inedible 

corn porridge and scrambled egg. 

“Thank you.” Lin Yi nodded to Chu Mengyao. He knew that she was soft hearted, and the food delivered 

on the table had not been opened yet. It was obviously ordered to himself alone, and not leftovers like 

what Chu Mengyao had claimed. 

Lin Yi went to eat. 



“Yaoyao sis, it’s obvious that you called the food for Shield bro, why don’t you tell him?” Chen Yushu felt 

that Chu Mengyao did not make the right call. 

“It was a trivial task. The meal was sent together anyway.” Chu Mengyao did not feel that there was 

anything wrong with ordering for Lin Yi as well. 

“Hey… Yaoyao sis, you can’t be like that. When Shield bro is gone, we can’t play around anymore.” Chen 

Yushu was disappointed as she couldn’t comprehend Chu Mengyao’s attitude. 

Chu Mengyao shrugged and didn’t say anything as she continued to watch TV. 

“TV shows are becoming more and more meaningless nowadays. A lot of cartoons are becoming more 

and more mature. I don’t understand it anymore.” Chen Yushu changed a few channels, and there were 

none that she could associate to her liking: “There’s no Pleasant Goat and Big Big Wolf today?” 

“I don’t know.” Chu Mengyao also felt bored. She didn’t know how she spent weekends before Lin Yi 

arrived. 

“Yaoyao sis, are we going out today or staying at home to play? We haven’t stayed at home for a long 

time, should we play games?” Chen Yushu turned off the TV and suggested. 

“Play games? What games? What good ideas do you have?” Chu Mengyao asked. 

“Well…” Chen Yushu couldn’t think of any fun at the moment, and at that moment saw Lin Yi had 

finishing breakfast and was making his way over. 

Lin Yi ate quickly, especially when the breakfast wasn’t a lot to fill his monstrous appetite. 

“Shield bro, this is so boring. Do you have any fun suggestions?” said Chen Yushu looking at Lin Yi. 

“Playing? It’s almost International Labor Day, so go do some chores.” Lin Yi looked at the window of the 

villa and said “The window is already dirty. If you have time, maybe clean up the villa.” 

“Hey, Yaoyao sis let’s play chores? Sounds like it’s fun?” Chen Yushu thought that Lin Yi would be a 

participant of this game, and that playing with him must be very interesting. 

“Okay fine.” Chu Mengyao nodded. In the past, Uncle Fu hired cleaning staff come to tidy the house. She 

did not have to personally do it herself, but Chu Mengyao heard rumors that any decent woman would 

do housework themselves. Plus, doing it herself didn’t sound like a terrible idea. 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu both went upstairs and changed into casual clothing. Meanwhile Lin Yi 

rummaged through the storage room behind the villa and found two hoses, the type for watering 

flowers and spraying cars. It was definitely not the kind of special high-pressure water hose, but it is 

more than sufficient to clean up the villa. 

“Shield bro, what do we need to do?” Chen Yushu seemed to be too eager to wait as she had never 

cleaned the house before. 

“I am going to cut the weeds, you two each will have a water hose, just face the villa and spray it down.” 

Lin Yi sent two girls to do some simple work. Letting them go to cut weeds was not something Lin Yi was 

comfortable with. If the weeds are not removed, then the good grassy lawn would be ruined! 



“Oh okay,” Chen Yushu experimented a little and found that it was really fun, just like a water gun when 

she used as a child: “Yaoyao sis, it’s fun to clean the house!” 

“Less talk, more work!” Chu Mengyao thought that it is also quite interesting. It reminded her of her 

own childhood when she and Chen Yushu, each had a water gun and then shot each other and both 

became a wet mess. Drenched in water, they had no other choice, but to return home and take a hot 

bath. 

During that memory, both of them were washing in the same bathtub. At first, they were just cleaning 

themselves, but things got rowdy and they overflooded the bathtub. Without cleaning up the wet 

bathroom floor, they left the scene. Later that same night, when Chu Pengzhan walked into the 

bathroom, he slipped and had a huge bump on his head. 

“I am a painter, and painting is my strongest suit. I want a new house, and it’s better with paint. Paint on 

the roof, paint on the wall…” Chen Yushu sang cheerfully, and in excitement, a stream of water flow off 

the villa wall and reflected back into Chu Mengyao’s face. 

“Shu!” Chu Mengyao was covered with water and angrily said, “What are you doing? Why are you 

spraying me with the water hose?” 

“Hey, Yaoyao sis, I’m sorry, I didn’t mean it…” Chen Yushu looked at Chu Mengyao’s wet face and 

thought it was hilarious. But she still apologized while suppressing her laughter. 

“Be careful next time!” Chu Mengyao glanced at Chen Yushu and continued to spray the house with the 

hose. 

Chen Yushu turned around and concentrated on spraying the house, but after a while, she looked at Chu 

Mengyao mischievously. She saw that Chu Mengyao was focused on cleaning a window, and so she 

pretended to inadvertently lose her grip and have the water bounced off the wall again. This time it 

came down like heavy rain onto Chu Mengyao’s face. 

“Shu!” Chu Mengyao suddenly blew up: “Where are you looking at? What are you doing?” 

“Ah… sorry, Yaoyao sis, I didn’t mean it…” Chen Yushu quickly put down the water hose and looked at 

Chu Mengyao innocently. “I really didn’t mean it, Yaoyao sis. How about this? You can spray me too, 

okay…” 

“Forget it, you should be careful next time!” Chu Mengyao saw Chen Yushu’s regretful expression, so 

there was no way she could reprimand her anymore. Mengyao glanced at Yushu once more, wiped the 

water off her face, and continued to spray the house. 

Fortunately, it was a very hot day, the water droplets would’ve evaporated after a while in the sun. 

Otherwise, Chu Mengyao would’ve had return indoors and grab a towel to wipe her face. 

Chapter 813: Pot Calling the Kettle Black 

 

Pot Calling the Kettle Black 



Chen Yushu saw that her trickery scheme had worked. She became super happy. She continued to 

pretend to be focused on spraying down the house. After a while, she looked at Chu Mengyao again 

with a mischievous glint in her eyes and couldn’t help but snicker, and then slipped the water hose out 

from her hand. 

“Ah!” Chu Mengyao screamed again, turned her head, glaring at Chen Yushu: “Shu, what are you 

doing?” 

“I’m sorry, Yaoyao sis, I wasn’t paying attention…” said Chen Yushu timidly. 

“Didn’t pay attention… will you pay closer attention next time?” Chu Mengyao saw Chen Yushu’s cute 

expression, and she just couldn’t scold her when Yushu has that facial expression. In the end, Mengyao 

just shook her head, “Hurry up and finish the work!” 

“Alright…” Chen Yushu had once again escaped unscathed. 

Chu Mengyao was suspicious that Chen Yushu was being deliberate. This girl was always mischievous. 

When they were younger and played together, Yushu often did some naughty things, so Chu Mengyao 

had grown accustomed to it and learned to be a little smarter each time. Although she continued to 

wash the house with the hose, her eyes were on what Chen Yushu was doing. 

After a while, Chu Mengyao noticed Chen Yushu’s sneakily looking back at her. When Yushu saw that 

Mengyao didn’t respond, she cracked a grin, then flicked the direction of the water hose toward 

Mengyao. 

Chu Mengyao was pissed, what a wild tactic by Yushu. How dare she use this type of method to sneak an 

attack on her? 

Chu Mengyao violently slipped backward. She turned the water hose in her hand towards Chen Yushu 

and water immediately sprayed all over Chen Yushu’s hair and face. Now, the wet chicken was Yushu. 

“Ah, ah…” Chen Yushu screamed and dropped the water gun in her hand. Instead, she used both her 

hands as a shield to block the flow of water from Chu Mengyao. How could a pair of hands block 

something like that? In an instant, Chen Yushu was soaked from head to toe! 

Chu Mengyao didn’t have the heart to continue spraying her. Mainly due to the fear of her catching a 

cold, Mengyao looked at the angry Chen Yushu. 

“Yaoyao sis, why did you drown me in water… wuu wuu wuu… I’m all drenched…” Chen Yushu wiped the 

water from her face. She looked as if she had just walked in a downpour of rain. 

“Shu, that’s the pot calling the kettle black? What did you do before?” Chu Mengyao looked at Chen 

Yushu’s griefed expression while asking with a goofy face. 

“Me? I didn’t do anything? I was just spraying down the house…” Chen Yushu looked at Chu Mengyao 

puzzled. 

“Your water hose. You thought I wasn’t paying attention and sprayed me! Don’t think I didn’t see that!” 

Chu Mengyao said when Chen Yushu did not admit it. Instead, she grasped onto Chen Yushu’s cheek and 

pulled. 



“Ouch, that hurts!” Chen Yushu screamed and looked a little embarrassed. She continued, “So I was 

caught by you, Yaoyao sis…” 

“See! And you said it wasn’t intentional?” Chu Mengyao found out that Chen Yushu was still so naughty. 

She was still a child at heart even though she was all grown up. 

“I… I just thought it was fun…” Chen Yushu saw her playful scheme was debunked by Chu Mengyao, and 

she stuck out her tongue and closed down on it to make a cute expression, “Yaoyao sis, I am just joking 

around, you won’t be angry right?” 

“You give me a big headache. If I were to get angry with you every time then, I would’ve died from anger 

issues!” Chu Mengyao said speechlessly. “I don’t think you should continue claiming those titles like Shu 

the spy or the negotiator. Your title should be Naughty Shu instead! Quit messing around and clean the 

wall!” 

“Hey, Yaoyao sis, you know me so well! Do you want to play with a water fight for a while? We haven’t 

played for a long time, has it been more than ten years since our last water fight?” Chen Yushu asked 

with some nostalgic tone. 

“Play?” Chu Mengyao was actually very lonely as a single child. She has limited forms of entertainment 

activities. In fact, there was never too much to do. Aside from sitting at home to watch television with 

Chen Yushu, playing computer games, she didn’t do much. She rarely went to arcades or theme parks. 

One of the main reasons was because both she and Chen Yushu were going to enter their third year of 

high school. In addition to their daily studying schedule, they rarely had time to play. Another reason 

was that the arcades were filled with people with suspicious backgrounds, which made Chu Mengyao 

and Chen Yushu afraid of going. 

With Lin Yi around, that was no longer a concern, but when would the opportunity come up? 

Therefore, Chen Yushu’s suggestion for a water fight moved Chu Mengyao’s heart a little. Mengyao 

replied, “How do you want to play?” 

“We continue to wash the wall, and then secretly spray each other with the water hose to see how 

quickly we can dodge and react?” Chen Yushu thought about it. 

“…” Chu Mengyao was speechless, playing sneak attack? It seems that I am not an opponent of Chen 

Yushu. However, once she saw how Chen Yushu was so excited, Chu Mengyao couldn’t refuse. Both of 

them didn’t have anything fun planned, so they agreed. “Okay, but let me add this condition first. We 

spray just once, so don’t plan on holding down the trigger for continuous spray.” 

“Well, how do you suggest we begin?” Chen Yushu nodded excitedly. 

“No, we will start on my word, when I say to begin,” Chu Mengyao wanted to take the lead advantage. 

“Oh… okay.” Chen Yushu continued to spray down the wall of the villa. However, she still maintained a 

vigilant watch on Chu Mengyao. Meanwhile, Chu Mengyao didn’t change up her cleaning routine to 

show any signs of playing the game. Chen Yushu grew impatient, she was wondering why Yaoyao sis 

haven’t started playing. Was it possible that she forgot the game completely? 



Chen Yushu was very anxious at this point. She was so anxious that she was just about to ask, but heard 

Chu Mengyao say “Begin!” 

Chen Yushu was taken by surprise. Before she could react, she was sprayed with water from Chu 

Mengyao’s water hose. Her natural reflex was to suddenly scream and shout “Yaoyao sis, you are 

cheating!” 

“Hey, against a naughty girl like you Shu, I have to resort to every means. How else can I spray you?” Chu 

Mengyao said with enthusiasm. “You were the one who wanted to play, haven’t you heard of a phrase 

all is fair in love and war?” 

“Oh… that’s okay,” Chen Yushu acknowledged her misfortune. She didn’t want to stop playing so she 

said, “Let’s continue.” 

Therefore, Chen Yushu and Chu Mengyao continued to play with their water fight. Each had equal 

amounts of wins and losses, but they were having so much fun that they never kept count. 

Meanwhile, on the other side, Lin Yi was using his lawnmower to cut the grass. As he turned to look back 

at all the commotion, he saw Miss and Chen Yushu playing around. He didn’t pay too much attention to 

them. Those two were always staying at home. They need to have some sort of release mechanisms to 

vent out their suppressed feelings. Even a dull boring life of a junior in high school can be lethal. 

Lin Yi had too many things to deal with on a daily basis. Naturally, he didn’t think there was anything 

wrong with it. But, Miss and Chen Yushu’s status are different from other people. This is how the two 

girls occasionally vent their frustrations. Naturally, Lin Yi would not interfere. As for their participation in 

cleaning chores, he shouldn’t expect too much from them. 

The exterior wall of the villa won’t be spotless anyway, so it was fine. 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu had been playing for a long while before they were tired. Once they 

found the activity pointless, they were satisfied. That was when Chen Yushu’s attention turned to Chu 

Mengyao: “Yaoyao sis, should we play sneak attack on Shield bro?” 

Chapter 814: Ambushing Lin Yi 

 

Ambushing Lin Yi 

“Ehh?” Chu Mengyao was shocked by Chen Yushu’s answer. “Ambush Lin Yi? In a water fight? I don’t 

think that is a good idea?” 

“What’s wrong with my idea? We would have to be sneaky about it and say it was an accident,” Chen 

Yushu smiled with a grin. 

“Well…” Chu Mengyao frowned. “He is in the middle of cutting the grass, how could we bother him?” 

“It wouldn’t be a problem for him at all. Since temperature is high, he can think of it as a remedy for the 

weather. Look at us? See how dry our clothes are already?” Chen Yushu twisted a corner of her 

sportswear. It was a good thing for them that they had chosen to wear sportswear. Normally at home, 

the two didn’t wear any intimate wear. They usually wore light t-shirts that allowed for exposure. 



“Yeah, that doesn’t sound too nice,” Chu Mengyao shook her head. She didn’t want to get caught up in 

Chen Yushu’s crazy schemes. 

“Ah, Yaoyao sis, remember that time when you were in the hospital? You already sprayed Shield bro in 

the face. This pales in comparison to that time, right?” Chen Yushu countered. 

“What are you saying?!” Chu Mengyao was embarrassed by the memories brought up by Chen Yushu. It 

was a memory that she didn’t want to recall. “Don’t mention that event again!” said Chu Mengyao. 

“Ah, Yaoyao sis, you don’t have to be embarrassed. I heard that a lot of guys like things like that. It 

seemed to be called like the tide. Maybe Shield bro enjoys that too!” Chen Yushu continued to talk. “We 

sisters have to have something unique so we can use it to beat Tang Yun!” 

“Look at you talking about useless things again. I can’t be bothered with that!” Chu Mengyao squeezed 

Chen Yushu’s face. “Shu, when did you learn to become so perverted. You weren’t like this before?” 

“Ah, I must be going through puberty…” Chen Yushu nonchalantly said. 

“Puberty stage? Shu, it’s not that I want to break your self-esteem, but you are already 18 years old,” 

Chu Mengyao continued to look at Chen Yushu. Chu Mengyao continued to shake her head as she stared 

at Chen Yushu’s chest “Look at your breasts. They have stopped growing already. That means your 

puberty has long ended.” 

“Who’s to say that for sure? It isn’t final. I just felt them grow bigger yesterday!” Chen Yushu puffed up 

her chest. Chen Yushu almost ripped through her sportswear. 

Chu Mengyao was slightly envious of that. How was it possible that Chen Yushu’s breasts could be so 

large? Can she share some for her imperfect self? Chu Mengyao jealously said, “It must be due to you 

eating so much, you grew fatter.” 

“Ah, okay if you say so. My breasts became fatter,” Chen Yushu nodded in agreement. 

“…” Chu Mengyao clenched her teeth angrily. Breast fat and waist fat are different. “How can you twist 

the logic like that? I just don’t want to bother Lin Yi, that’s all.” 

“Well, Yaoyao sis, if you won’t do it, I will spray him, but you will have to keep it a secret,” Chen Yushu 

spoke up. 

“Okay…” Chu Mengyao nodded. She didn’t want to contribute to that logic so she just observed Chen 

Yushu mess around. 

Lin Yi was mowing the lawn, but he could still hear over the noise from the lawnmower. He had heard 

the entire conversation perfectly. He thought that the two sisters were quite cute. If he had to watch 

over them for life, there would never be a dull day. 

Originally, Lin Yi didn’t pay attention to Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu’s recreational activity, but the 

moment naughty Chen Yushu had shifted the attention over to Lin Yi’s body was a whole different story. 

Lin Yi was laughing and tearing up at the same time, he pretended to continue mowing the lawn. 

Chen Yushu and Chu Mengyao continued to spray the wall, but Chen Yushu was actually looking for an 

opportunity to spray at Lin Yi. 



“Yaoyao sis, look at that wall, it is pretty dirty. I don’t think the water pressure on these hoses is 

powerful enough. It doesn’t seem to be able to wash off the grime?” Chen Yushu said as she held down 

the trigger all the way then pointed it up high. 

A stream was coming down on where Lin Yi was cutting the grass. 

However, the moment the water came down on Lin Yi’s body, he sidestepped. Only after the water had 

touched the grass, Lin Yi’s body was still dry. 

“Huh?” Chen Yushu didn’t think that Lin Yi was so lucky to avoid the water within the last instance! Chen 

Yushu had calculated the time it took for Lin Yi to cut a patch of grass was around five minutes each 

before he walked over to another patch of overgrown grass. 

She didn’t think that Lin Yi would use only three minutes to cut that patch! 

“What is it?” Lin Yi turned his head around to look at Chen Yushu and Chu Mengyao. “Is something 

wrong?” 

“Oh, it’s nothing. Shu just splashed the water too high on the wall. She miscalculated the water 

pressure,” Chu Mengyao Shook her head as she nervously explained. 

“Oh,” Lin Yi nodded. He turned back his head and continued to mow the lawn. 

Chu Mengyao stared at Chen Yushu. She was thinking that the mess was caused by Chen Yushu, but why 

was she the one doing the explaining. 

Chen Yushu stuck out her tongue, “I didn’t aim well enough, I won’t miss next time…” 

Chu Mengyao didn’t reply as she continued her work. 

As for Chen Yushu, she continued to observe Lin Yi while she washed the wall. 

This time, Chen Yushu won’t alert Lin Yi ahead of time. She won’t speak up about the grime on the wall. 

She would just spray directly at Lin Yi in a surprise attack. 

In a series of unforeseen coincidence, Lin Yi bent over off the ground, and that was enough for him to 

avoid the stream of water aimed at him. 

The waster flew over Lin Yi’s head, only a few droplets landed on Lin Yi’s back. Otherwise, Lin Yi wasn’t 

affected all that much. 

“Ah?!” Chen Yushu was surprised. How was this possible? Shield bro was able to dodge it? He didn’t 

even look at it! “Shield bro is so lucky!” 

Chu Mengyao raised her brows. She had her thoughts on the issue. He could’ve sensed it, like a sixth 

sense or it was truly a coincidence. However, when she thought about how athletic Lin Yi was, then it 

would make sense on how easily he could avoid the water spray. So Chu Mengyao finally spoke up “Shu! 

Stop messing around,” 

“Sigh…” Chen Yushu wasn’t satisfied with the result, but when Chu Mengyao spoke up, she could only 

obey with a nod. 



After a while of not doing anything, Chen Yushu’s heart was tingling again. She didn’t believe that Lin Yi 

will be lucky every time. However, the moment Chen Yushu points the water hose at Lin Yi, then that 

meant she was doing it on purpose. It didn’t take long for Chen Yushu to spot another opening. She saw 

Lin Yi had his back to him, that was the opportunity she was waiting for. 

Chen Yushu felt like this was the chance! There’s no way Lin Yi would have eyes growing on his back of 

his head right? 

She clenched her teeth down, she picked up her water hose and rushed toward Lin Yi. This time Chen 

Yushu didn’t want to leave it to any coincidence. She chose to spray the hose in all directions – up, 

down, left, right. She didn’t believe that such a wide range of spray wouldn’t hit Lin Yi at all! 

Chapter 815: Reality and Dreams 

 

Reality and Dreams 

Chen Yushu was destined to be disappointed! This time, Lin Yi turned back around to face Chen Yushu. 

He moved over to where Chen Yushu had parked her beetle car on the grass, he jumped in and sat 

inside the car. 

So the water never reached Lin Yi’s body; it was all used to wash the car. In their eyes, Lin Yi almost got 

soaked if he was slower. 

“Hey hey hey!” Chen Yushu was frantic. How was this possible! How is it that Lin Yi can be so lucky that 

the water doesn’t land on him! 

“Shy, stop messing around. I think Lin Yi had discovered your scheme already.” Chu Mengyao was able 

to access the situation and was very confident in her guess. Lin Yi must have sensed Chen Yushu’s intent, 

but chose to keep his silence and dodged the water droplets. 

“Yeah, you are right! But, how is it possible? Do you think he has eyes growing from the back of his 

head?” Chen Yushu speculated. 

“I don’t know, but I feel that Lin Yi is not a normal person.” Chu Mengyao shook her head as she gazed 

at through the car window of Lin Yi’s smirk. His hubris expression shows that he was confident in his 

abilities. 

The more she looked at him, the more she realized that the initial feeling of disgust was nonexistent. 

She doesn’t think of Lin Yi as a peasant or country blumpkin anymore. The reason she realized her 

feelings had changed was that he was wearing the same ragged t-shirt he came with. 

She didn’t know the reason behind her change of heart. She wasn’t sure if it was due to her accepting 

his presence or if there was an even deeper issue like the possibility of her loving him. On second 

thought, she was second-guessing herself. There was no way she would like someone that cuts grass. 

“Ah, I told you that Shield bro isn’t a normal person. Yet, he is your follower. Why is that?” Chen Yushu 

spoke up about the issue. 



“I don’t know how my dad was able to hire him,” Chu Mengyao shook her head. “But, I feel that Lin Yi 

will be successful very soon, so we should appreciate days like these before he leaves. I don’t think he 

will stay with us if he becomes successful.” 

“Yeah, but, Yaoyao sis, don’t you want Shield bro to stay?” Chen Yushu curiously inquired. 

“That doesn’t seem like something we can change by our will. His wage of 30 thousand yuan, so you 

think that amount will be enough for him to stay? If he wanted to leave even 300 thousand yuan won’t 

be enough,” Chu Mengyao shook her head. 

“oh, I don’t understand. I just know that if Yaoyao sis became Shield bro’s wife then he can stay here!” 

Chen Yushu continued.”All that talk about money doesn’t seem important,” 

“Ah, you are such a simpleton,” Chu Mengyao giggled. “Lin Yi already has a girlfriend!” 

“Well the more powerful men, all have several wives though? Plus, I thought we will be marrying the 

same man,” Chen Yushu deflected. 

“Reality and Dreams are two different things,” Chu Mengyao squeezed Yushu’s cheeks. The cheeks had a 

nice bounce to it since it was meaty. 

“Ah…” Chen Yushu watched as Lin Yi moved the car from one patch of grass onto a patch of cut grass. 

She felt as if Shield bro could foresee, and it was even better than the Overseer Shu. 

“Shield Bro, what are you doing?” Chen Yushu couldn’t resist the urge to ask. 

“Mowing the grass, there’s wild overgrowth underneath the car too. I moved the car so I can reach it,” 

Lin Yi explained as he got out of the car. “Well, what about you? What were you doing? Watering the 

lawn? 

“Oh…” Chen Yushu felt uncomfortable. From Lin Yi’s expression, he already discovered Chen Yushu’s 

naughty schemes. “Shield bro, I just wanted to sneak attack and splash you…” 

Chen Yushu didn’t want to hide the truth anymore. Since Lin Yi could see through the web of lies, she 

decided to come forth with the truth first. 

“Ah, I was about to say that it felt like you did it on purpose,” Lin Yi laughing it off. He wasn’t angry. He 

can’t really get angry at Chen Yushu for these little things. If he got angry for these small things, then 

Zhong Pinliang would’ve been on death’s door for his actions. 

“Oh, there’s no feeling of accomplishment. Shield bro, you spoiled all the fun. Would it kill you to let me 

spray you once…” Chen Yushu said disappointingly. 

Chen Yushu’s ambiguous words had double intentions, Lin Yi was reminded of that time when Chu 

Mengyao was in the hospital. Unconsciously, Lin Yi turned to look at Chu Mengyao. 

The Miss’s eyes connected with Lin Yi’s eyes. Her heart tightened as it skipped a beat. She remembered 

that scene too. Her face instantly flushed with embarrassment. She looked at Lin Yi with a glare “What 

are you looking at? Are you thinking of something naughty?” 

“Ah, nothing at all,” Lin Yi shook his head. 



The more Lin Yi acts nonchalantly like this, the more annoyed Chu Mengyao got. When she recalled that 

memory, she picked up her water hose and sprayed it at Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi didn’t have his guard up this time. Who would’ve thought that even the Miss would act up? In a 

bitter smile, it would seem like even the Miss can get embarrassed! He still ended up stepping to the 

side, but Chu Mengyao still got him soaked. 

Chen Yushu saw that Chu Mengyao was on the offense, she didn’t hold back. She joined in on the attack 

as she raised her water hose to aim at Lin Yi “Yaoyao sis, should we compete to see who can spray 

Shield bro?” 

Lin Yi might be athletic and capable, but Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu were attacking from multiple 

angles and trajectory that made it impossible to dodge them all. He couldn’t just get on the ground and 

just roll away? He saw that both of them were enjoying themselves so much, he chose not to dodge at 

all. He just stood there to let them spray to their heart’s content. 

Right at this moment, there was a sharp scream from outside the villa fence. “Asshole! Which bastard 

got me all soaked?” 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu jumped from the sudden scream. They quickly turned off the water hose 

and looked for the source of the scream. It was coming from the entrance of their villa, there was a 

convertible Porsche Boxster supercar. In the driver’s seat, there was a provocatively dressed woman 

with her cleavage exposed. Her hair was soaked and her makeup was also falling off from all the water. 

It was a complete mess like the characters from the Peking opera. 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu got carried away from their excitement. They weren’t aware of the car 

passing by their villa, and the woman became part of the collateral damage. 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu knew that they were in trouble. From the tone of the woman, she 

doesn’t seem like a nice person. Yet, Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu acknowledged their mistake, they 

still walked up to the lady in the Porsche and said “We’re sorry, we didn’t mean to get you soaked. We 

are really sorry…” 

Today marked the first day her house was transferred to her name, Gou Huli wanted to drive by to see 

her new place. She didn’t even reach halfway when water poured down from the sky and got her all 

soaked. She was infuriated by the unexpected events! 

Chapter 816: The Wealthy 

 

The Wealthy 

She lifted up her head to see two cleaning workers and one gardener responsible for ruining her big day. 

She randomly picked one of the cleaners to unleash her fury upon. She pointed at Chu Mengyao’s face 

and cursed “You little bitch, do you have any idea who I am? How dare you spray me with water. Do you 

want to die!?” 



It was easy for Gou Huli to mistaken Chen Yushu and Chu Mengyao for cleaners since both of them wore 

sportswear and they looked like a complete mess. On a closer look, they might even pass for country 

girls that came into the city looking for jobs. 

Lin Yi wasn’t dressed any better, he looked like a worker. With his hand on the lawnmower, who else 

could he be if he wasn’t a gardener? 

She first assumed that the two cleaners and gardener was fooling around when the homeowner was 

away. When they were playing with water, they got her wet. She won’t let them off the hook so easily. 

She didn’t care for these people or anyone else beneath her status; she always had a feeling that she 

was superior to them. Even for the mansion owners there, she wouldn’t put them in high regard. 

“She already apologized. Please watch your tone,” Lin Yi couldn’t standby and watch Chu Mengyao get 

bullied. He walked over to reason with the woman. Even if they were in the wrong, the lady shouldn’t be 

so rude. They had already apologized for their actions. Lin Yi didn’t want to intervene until that point. 

“Apologize? What use is an apology?” Gou Huli glared at Lin Yi. “You are a gardener, a small fry, so mind 

yourself when you talk to me. What right do you think you have to talk to me? Let me tell you. You don’t 

have any right to speak to me, you don’t even have the right to be in my presence!” 

Lin Yi frowned. This woman’s words were very harsh. If they weren’t in the wrong first, then Lin Yi 

wouldn’t even bother with answering her. Lin Yi wasn’t being unreasonable “An apology was given 

already, what else do you want?” 

“What? Do you know how much these clothes cost? I just bought it yesterday. I wore it only once, and 

now it is all wet. These are from famous brand name clothing. I bet you haven’t seen it before?” Gou 

Huli yelled. “I don’t know why I’m even trying to explain to you people who won’t understand!” 

“We can compensate you for your clothes,” Lin Yi calmly replied. If it wasn’t a female, Lin Yi probably 

wouldn’t have paid so much attention to this troublesome matter. 

“Compensate? What will you use to compensate? Do you know how much money each of my clothes 

cost? How much money do you even earn a month? Even if you sell yourself, you can’t afford it!” Gou 

Huli coldly laughed. She looked at them with eyes full of discrimination. 

“Just say the amount,” Chu Mengyao had a deep hatred for someone she just met. Even if she was at 

fault, her apology and willingness to pay for compensation is more than sufficient. But, this unyielding 

woman is screaming and causing a scene. 

“How much money? Thirty thousand and eight hundred yuan!” Gou Huli arrogantly spoke up to Chu 

Mengyao. 

“Okay, Lin Yi, can you go get her forty thousand yuan,” Chu Mengyao raised her eyebrows as she calmly 

asked Lin Yi. 

“Get forty thousand yuan? What a big breath. Who would’ve thought that slaves at this rich household 

would have that kind of allowance? I see now. You have the look of a bitch, did you sleep your way in?” 

Gou Huli nastily sneered. 



“Who is a slave?” Chu Mengyao unhappily replied. “I will compensate you for the money, you can leave 

after you get it. We still have work to do,” 

“Hmph! Compensation? Do you think just compensation will work? My clothes are international 

designer brand clothing, even with money you can’t buy it!” Gou Huli didn’t like Chu Mengyao’s attitude 

so she wasn’t satisfied. In Gou Huli’s eyes, Chu Mengyao was a fox, that slept her way into status, that 

dared to talk back to a wealthy woman like herself. Gou Huli was mad at Chu Mengyao’s attitude! 

“Then, where did you buy it?” Lin Yi glanced at Miss as a hint so he can take over. Then he followed up 

with “If you can buy it, I can buy it too. If you don’t want the money, I can buy you the exact same 

clothing,” 

Lin Yi could say it loudly and proudly. With his Fatty Lai as his brother, Lin Yi thought that he could buy 

anything. 

“Hmph! My clothes are bought from the special collection counter at Pengzhan Business Tower! This is 

part of the VIP limited edition collection. Only members can purchase it, so even if you have money, you 

can’t buy it!” Gou Huli coldly sneered. “You need to be at least a diamond cardholder to purchase it!” 

“You are diamond cardholder?” Lin Yi replied. He thought it was hilarious, how dare the lady talk about 

Pengzhan properties in front of his Miss. It sounds a little stupid for anyone not in the loop to have said 

it in front of the owner’s daughter. 

“Well of course! This diamond card is only something that people of my status can get. I heard that in 

the entire Pengzhan Industries, there was only a dozen of these cards given out!” Gou Huli continued. 

“My status is not something you small fries can get so easily. You can watch me and continue 

dreaming!” 

Lin Yi couldn’t understand how Pengzhan could give a card to a moron like her? 

Chen Yushu was thinking the exact same question in her head. She pulled Chu Mengyao on the sleeve 

and asked: “Yaoyao sis, how come Uncle Chu would give this idiot a membership card?” 

“Probably because she is wealthy and a big spender,” Chu Mengyao replied. 

“What are you two whispering about?” Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu’s conversation wasn’t that loud, 

but Gou Huli heard bits and parts of it, which made her even angrier. 

“Then do you mind if I ask what your identity is?” Lin Yi didn’t give a chance for Gou Huli to ask Chu 

Mengyao or Chen Yushu. 

“Me? I’m from Yanjing!” Gou Huli smacked her Porsche Boxster supercar, “Can you see it? The Yanjing 

license plate 8888! Only a wealthy family like mine can get rare license plates like this. A small place like 

this wouldn’t understand how the upper class lives!” 

“Oh, what a load of bullshit!” Lin Yi nodded. “Okay, so I guess you are done faking it now. Can you tell 

me about your clothes now?” 

“Who are you saying is faking it?” Gou Huli didn’t like Lin Yi’s tone. There was a class separation, but he 

talked as if there wasn’t any barrier. She couldn’t accept that fact as her pride was on the line. 



“No, it was nothing. Do you want us to resolve your clothing problem?” Lin Yi quickly asked. 

“Resolve it? How can you do that? I’ll give you a way out, you can come to my house to clean. Once the 

inside of my house is spotless, and the lawn is trimmed, I will consider this problem resolved. Otherwise, 

there will be consequences!” Gou Huli replied with her form of compensation. 

Chapter 817: Condition of the Bet 

 

Condition of the Bet 

She just bought a mansion in this complex. However, she realized the mansion was filled with dust and 

weeds in the gardens. Gou Huli wanted to make Chu Mengyao, Chen Yushu and Lin Yi clean her house 

for free labor! This way, she could humiliate them even more. 

“You can hire cleaners to do it, we’ll pay it for you as our compensation,” Lin Yi replied calmly. 

“Compensation? Humph, you don’t want to do it? Fine, then buy one of the same clothes for me!” Gou 

Huli acted as if she grasped the entire situation, “Go! Only members with the diamond card can buy it!” 

“If we buy the same one, is this over then?” Lin Yi didn’t want to argue with a shrew-like this. 

“Over? Humph! If you can buy me the exact same clothes, I’ll twist my head off!” Gou Huli knew that it 

was impossible and dared to make such a promise. When she bought the clothes yesterday, it was the 

last one other than the sample in the display window. Pengzhan Business Tower didn’t sell samples from 

the display window and normal staff wasn’t authorized to open it. All the samples from display windows 

were changed every set period and they won’t open it before the promotion period was over. 

This is why she was so confident in this bet. 

“Oh, that’s fun! Yaoyao sis, can someone still live with their head twisted off?” Chen Yushu asked 

curiously. 

“I don’t know, perhaps someone with special powers? I’ve heard that there were people who could 

separate their heads from their body,” Chu Mengyao shook her head. 

“That’s fun! Shield bro, hurry up and buy the same clothes for her, I want to watch her twist off her own 

head!” Chen Yushu requested eagerly. 

“Humph! Wait, what if you can’t buy one of the same clothes?” Gou Huli was annoyed by Chen Yushu’s 

words but she held it back for the next conditions she was going to declare. 

“Oh, we won’t twist off our heads. I think we will die if we twist our heads off…” Chen Yushu 

immediately shook her head. 

“Humph! I won’t make you twist off your heads. If you can’t buy me the same clothes, what about 

working as my free labor for a year? You will clean my house and weed my garden every day. You will do 

whatever I tell you to!” Gou Huli said. 

“Ok ok, hurry up, let’s go buy the clothes! I want to watch her twist off her own head!” Chen Yushu 

immediately nodded in agreement with her condition. 



Lin Yi didn’t want to agree so soon as he disliked doing things he didn’t have full control over. He wanted 

Gou Huli to tell him the brand of her clothes and the size of it then confirm it with Uncle Fu first. 

Since Chen Yushu already agreed, he could no longer change it. Since Pengzhan Business Tower didn’t 

have it, Lin Yi could ask Fatty Lai to buy it. She never said there was a time limit so they could use it to 

fight back. 

“Humph, let’s go then, what are you standing there for? Go buy me clothes!” Gou Huli laughed coldly, 

“Oh right, how do you plan to go? My car won’t fit so many people!” 

“We have a car!” Lin Yi pointed at Chu Mengyao’s Beatles and replied. 

Gou Huli looked at the Beatles and although she was surprised, she didn’t overthink it, “Isn’t your 

employer rich? This is a quite nice car for servants! Is it for grocery shopping?” 

Chu Mengyao glared at Gou Huli without speaking. There was no use to speak before they bought the 

same clothes! 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu got in the car and Lin Yi drove them out of the mansion, following Gou 

Huli’s Porsche Boxster towards the business district. 

It was the weekend and all the car parks were filled. However, Gou Huli owned a diamond card. As she 

got out of the car, she waved the card in her hand and boasted to them, “I am a member here. I can use 

their VIP parking any time with free parking spots. Go find your own parking! But be careful; don’t give 

them a chance to stick a note on your car!” 

Gou Huli went back to her car and drove it towards the underground parking lot. 

However, Lin Yi didn’t go and find another spot but followed Gou Huli’s car to the underground parking 

lot. 

Gou Huli laughed coldly. Although I can bring a car in with her diamond card, I’m not going to give it to 

you! I’ll watch you getting kicked out by the guard and embarrass you all! 

“Ma’am, are you a VIP with Pengnzhan Business Tower?” Gou Huli stopped at the guard bar and a guard 

came asking politely. 

“Of course!” Gou Huli threw her card out, “Diamond card!” 

“Welcome our respectful diamond card guest, Miss Gou…” The guard took Gou Huli’s diamond card and 

swiped it on the machine next to the bar and all her information was displayed. The guard didn’t see 

diamond cards often and he acted extra polite. 

All diamond card holders were wealthy and powerful, the guard stayed alarmed since Gou Huli didn’t 

look kind. 

“May I ask if the car following yours is with you?” The guard glanced at the Beatles and asked, “You are a 

diamond cardholder and you can bring another car with you to the underground parking! It is your 

special privilege!” 



“No, they have nothing to do with me!” Gou Huli took the card back and replied loudly in order for Lin Yi 

and others to hear. She wanted to humiliate them, letting these inferior people know the difference 

between her and them! 

“Understood, please take care!” The guard nodded and lifted the bar up, letting Gou Huli’s car drive into 

Pengzhan Business Tower’s parking for important guests. 

After she drove in, she didn’t find parking but stopped on the side, waiting to watch Lin Yi and others! 

She wanted to see how Lin Yi and the others will be kicked out by the guard! 

Only superior guests like me can park here. Lowly cleaners and gardeners like you don’t deserve to park 

your car with someone like me? 

Chapter 818: Three Diamond Membership Cards 

 

Three Diamond Membership Cards 

Lin Yi stopped in front of the bar and the guard approached him with a polite smile, “Sir, may I ask if you 

are an important guest of Pengzhan Business Tower?” 

“I think so?” Lin Yi took out his wallet and began to dig through it. 

The guard froze. I think so? Are you one or not? Although he was confused, he didn’t show any signs of 

despite. This alone was enough to show that Pengzhan Industry trained their staff well. 

Chu Mengyao wanted to laugh. Even if Lin Yi didn’t have one, he could go in as soon as he gives Uncle Fu 

a call, not to mention that he had a card? However, Chu Mengyao understood what Lin Yi wanted to do 

after noticing Gou Huli watching from the side. Lin Yi probably wanted to tease that Gou Huli! 

As expected, Gou Huli laughed as she saw Lin Yi ‘pretended’ to look for the card after the guard asked. 

She got off her car and swung her hips as she walked towards them. 

Gou Huli’s heavy makeup was washed off by Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu’s water gun. She had to 

wipe the remaining makeup off in the car. Without her heavy makeup, she could no longer hide her 

raging face. She was already in her mid-thirties and she wasn’t young anymore! However, she married 

into a wealthy family from a mistress. It was as if she transcended to a phoenix from a chicken. She felt 

superior and always wanted to show that she was different from others. 

“What are you looking for? Membership card?” Gou Huli laughed coldly as she watched Lin Yi digging gin 

his wallet and spoke to the guard, “There is no need to wait, just chase him out! I’ve seen many who 

pretends to be a VIP here. He will look for a long time and tell you that he forgot his card, then leave as 

if nothing happened! But in fact, he never had a card!” 

The guard was speechless. Does it have anything to do with you? Didn’t you say you don’t know him? 

You are rambling nonsense here and if he becomes mad and wants to beat you up, should I stop him or 

not? 

Although the guard had seen some who claimed to forget their card, he remained polite to them 

anyways. 



“I think I forgot to bring it,” Lin Yi shrugged and looked at the guard apologetically. 

“Ha!” Gou Huli heard Lin Yi’s words and burst into laughter, “Hahahahaha! See? What did I say? They 

don’t have a card! I told you, they just came here trying to pretend cool! You didn’t believe me when I 

told you to chase them out! See? Am I right? Don’t judge from their car, they are all low-class peasants! 

The man is a Gardner and those two girls are nannies. They are merely servants, how can they afford to 

shop here?” 

“Hey, I think my card is in the sunshade’s pocket, let me see if I can find it!” Chen Yushu’s body was 

petite and she squeezed her upper through to the front and began searching. 

However, Chu Mengyao took out a card from her wallet and passed it to the guard with a smile, “Use 

mine.” 

Chu Mengyao saw Lin Yi’s membership card in his wallet but he said he forgot to bring it, it was done 

intentionally to lure Gou Huli out of her car to laugh at them. Chu Mengyao didn’t mind taking out her 

card and make Gou Huli unhappy! 

As expected, Gou Huli’s expression immediately changed when Chu Mengyao took out a membership 

card! Why does a nanny have a membership card? How is that possible? She quickly commented, “Oi, 

check carefully, don’t get scammed! They are all servants, how can they possibly have a membership 

card here?” 

The guard saw Chu Mengyao looked pretty and smiled sweetly, he immediately biased towards her. 

Only your card is real and their card is fake? What kind of logic is that? 

At this time, Chen Yushu also found her membership card and passed it to the guard, “I found mine 

too…” 

The guard froze and looked at Chen Yushu’s membership card. Another diamond card! He was shocked. 

What kind of customers were they? They had two diamond cards? 

Although security guards were the lowest rank of staff in the industry, he was in charge of welcoming all 

the members here and he had seen numerous cards. He was well aware of how rare diamond cards 

were and he wouldn’t even see one in a few days! 

And today, two diamonds cards appeared in an ordinary car! 

Another surprise followed. Lin Yi took out a membership card from his wallet and passed it to the guard 

with a smile, “Sorry, I’ve also found mine. But I don’t think I need to show it anymore?” 

The guard looked at Li Yi’s membership card, a third diamond card! He froze. Three diamond 

membership card? How was that possible? He didn’t believe what was in front of his eyes and rubbed 

them. He finally commented in pure shock after realizing what he saw was real, “Three diamond cards? 

One is enough…” 

“What?!” Gou Huli heard the guard’s words and jumped. She never believed that Lin Yi and the others 

could take out three diamond cards and yelled in disbelief, “Hahahaha, isn’t that too fake? Three 

diamond membership cards? How is that possible? Who are you lying you? Pengzhan Business Tower 

only gave out a few dozens out, how can you possibly have three? Guard, do you think that’s possible?” 



The guard was confused and shocked as he didn’t believe everyone in the car owned a membership 

card. From the looks of it, it didn’t look any different to the red cards so he didn’t show any different 

expressions despite the shock. 

After all, he just needed to swipe it on the machine to see if it was real or fake, so he wasn’t worried at 

all. 

“Sir, ma’am, one of the cards is enough…”. The guard decided to take Chu Mengyao’s card as she was 

the first person to take it out. He swiped it on the machine next to him and in an insane, the level of the 

card and the cardholder’s detailed information all appeared on the machine’s screen! 

However, the guard widened his eyes speechlessly after glancing at the cardholder’s name! 

Chapter 819: You Have The Right to File A Complaint 

 

You Have The Right to File A Complaint 

‘Chu Mengyao’. This name almost suffocated him. Of course, he knew what this name meant! She was 

the Miss of Pengzhan Industry! 

There were very few people who knew Chu Mengyao in person since she disliked appearing in public, 

and she rarely used her identity to boast. 

However, many people knew her name. Any staff who worked over half a year in here have all heard of 

her name before! When they chat during breaks, they would always mention it! 

Everyone knew that Chu Pengzhan had a beautiful daughter called Chu Mengyao, but because very few 

had seen her in person, they became more and more curious about her and her name was carved in 

everyone’s mind deep. 

Although the security guard was at the bottom of the pyramid in Pengzhan Industry, he had talked 

about Chu Mengyao with his colleagues. When he saw the name, he immediately knew who she was! 

She was the Miss of their Industry! No wonder everyone around her had a diamond membership card! 

They would explain it! What kind of background did her friends have? Of course, they were wealthy and 

powerful. It was natural for them to own a membership card. 

“Miss. Chu, thank you for your cooperation, please take your card…” The guard passed the card back 

excitingly. Chu Mengyao didn’t make a fuss about it as she didn’t want to expose her identity, the guard 

remained silent despite knowing her identity. 

Chu Mengyao nodded with a smile and took her card. 

The guard saw Chu Mengyao’s smile and he was extremely excited. Their Miss was so approachable! She 

even smiled at him! It was more than enough for him to boast to others! However, he knew that her 

smile didn’t possess any emotions, but he was still happy as her existence was heavenly in their hearts. 

“Welcome, Miss Chu, our respectful diamond cardholder…” 



“Impossible! How can they have a membership card? It has to be fake!” Gou Huli couldn’t accept the 

truth as she didn’t think these inferior people would own any membership cards. Three at the same 

time? That’s illogical! She yelled at the guard, “Oi, did you get it wrong? It must be bribery! The girl 

flirted with you and you let her in, isn’t that right? I’m going to file a complaint!” 

The guard frowned. How dare you say our Miss is flirty! So reckless! The guard underwent strict training 

and although he disliked her very much, he maintained a professional smile and explained, “Ma’am, of 

course, you have the right to make a complaint, but the parking lot is surveilled at all times, I will not 

accept any briberies.” 

“Humph!” Gou Huli looked at the surveillance camera on the ceiling and went back to her car in 

annoyance, driving away to find a parking spot. 

At this point, she had to accept the fact that Lin Yi and the others showed the guard a real membership 

card. Although it was unbelievable, the reality made her believe it. 

The owner of these brats surely treated them well! Do they even have a diamond card each? It looked 

like their owner had a big influence here! However, Gou Huli didn’t care as she remembered the heavy 

influence her husband had. How can someone from this small city be as powerful as her husband? They 

were on completely different levels! 

Gou Huli parked her car and so did Lin Yi. 

“Don’t consider yourselves important just because you have a membership card! Don’t be happy soo 

early!” Gou Huli must accept that they owned diamond membership cards but she didn’t care. “So 

what? The same shirt was gone and no one will be able to buy it!” 

Lin Yi heard Gou Huli’s words and frowned. Can’t buy it? Was there more behind it? Of course, he didn’t 

want to ask Gou Huli as they already arrived, they would talk about it once they get to the shop. 

Gou Huli walked into the lift and laughed coldly at the others who followed her, “So? You all want to 

embarrass yourselves up there? Or you can choose to leave? Let me tell you, you won’t be able to regret 

it after you go up!” 

“Why would we? I can see someone twist their head off, that’s the most exciting show I’ll ever watch in 

my life!” Chen Yushu waved her hands in excitement at the thought of Gou Huli twisting her own head 

off. 

“Humph! Since you failed to see my kindness, don’t blame me for the consequences! Just wait, you will 

all be my servants!” Gou Huli thought these people were unreasonable. Especially this Chen Yushu. Why 

does she look like she’s as mad as a hatter? 

The lift gradually went up, stopping at clothing floor. 

Gou Huli stepped out of the lift first without pausing. She strode towards the VIP section filled with 

luxurious goods. 

Since they are unwilling to give up, I will make them give up! 

“Lin Yi, why does she look she’s certain that we won’t get the same clothes?” Chu Mengyao was 

worried. 



“I don’t know but it shouldn’t be a problem. If we can’t get one here, I’ll think of something else,” Lin Yi 

shrugged as he obviously couldn’t let Chu Mengyao work as a cleaner at Gou Huli’s house. 

“Okay!” Chu Mengyao nodded. She grabbed Chen Yushu and quickly followed Lin Yi to the luxurious 

goods section. 

Miss and Shu often visited here. Miss didn’t have an idea of the different brands and didn’t pursue by 

the brand alone. Medium luxurious brands dominated her wardrobe since she was rather carefree. 

Gou Huli immediately grabbed a shop assistant upon arrival and pointed at the clothes on her body, “Do 

you have another one of this?” 

The shop assistant looked at the clothes on Gou Huli and replied, “I’m sorry ma’am, this design has been 

sold out.” 

Gou Huli was aware of it yesterday when she made the purchase. She bought the last one of this design 

and it was impossible to get more from the manufacturer since these kinds of luxurious goods were 

launched seasonally. The same design would not be released and sold again. 

Chapter 820: Go Ask 

 

Go Ask 

In other words, Gou Huli’s clothes were out of print and that is why she made that outrageous bet. 

“So? Have you all heard it? Will you give up now?” Gou Huli was pleased as she turned around to look at 

Lin Yi, Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu, “Are you embarrassed now? So what if you have membership 

cards? It’s all sold out! Not to mention three, you won’t be able to get one with even a hundred cards!” 

“Are you sure it’s all sold out?” Lin Yi frowned as he questioned the shop assistant. At this moment, Lin 

Yi finally realized why Gou Huli was so confident. She already knew that it was sold out and that’s why 

she made the promise! 

“Yes, there is no stock left other than the sample displayed in the display window!” The shop assistant 

replied apologetically. 

“Can’t you sell that?” Lin Yi asked. 

“I’m sorry, sir, I am not authorized to open the display window,” The shop assistant explained, “All the 

products in the display windows are arranged by our sales department and they are changed 

periodically. Ordinary shop assistants and guides don’t have the keys to it,” 

“Oh, is that so?” Lin Yi nodded and turned to Chu Mengyao, “Give me your membership card.” 

“?” Chu Mengyao didn’t know what Lin Yi wanted to do but still took out her wallet and gave her card to 

Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi took it and gave it to the shop assistant, “Take this card and go to the manager of the sales 

department, ask him if he can sell the sample in the display window to us.” 



“Diamond membership card?” The shop assistant paused for a moment but immediately shook her 

head, “I’m sorry sir, although you are a diamond cardholder, we can’t sell it. It’s a rule made by the 

Pengzhan Business Tower…” 

“Ha! Three servants who have never seen the world before!” Gou Huli immediately laughed coldly at Lin 

Yi’s actions, “You think you can play with a diamond membership card? Wrong! I have one too, but it’s 

their rule. Who are you? Can you change their rule? What a joke. I’ve never seen such lowly people like 

you! I don’t know how your owner trained you to be so ignorant. Do you think you can play pretend 

with a diamond card? How naive!” 

Gou Huli’s words were extremely sharp and unkind, even the shop assisting on the side didn’t like 

it. They simply asked if diamond cardholders had the special privilege or not, why do you have to sneer at 

them?  

Lin Yi ignored Gou Huli as he pretended she was a crazy dog barking on the street, it was a waste of time 

to talk to her. He suggested, “Just do as I say. Show this card to your manager and he will tell you if you 

can sell it to us!” 

“But… Okay,” The shop assistant had no choice but to agree as Lin Yi insisted. After all, he was a 

diamond cardholder and they were trained to treat their customers highly. They couldn’t ignore their 

requests. 

Even if their customers’ requests were unreasonable, they had to explain patiently or report it to the 

upper departments. 

“Try? Try what? How funny!” Gou Huli didn’t expect the shop assistant to agree to Lin Yi’s requests and 

she became infuriated. Why can’t you just refuse it? Why are you wasting more time? 

“Of course we have to try, we have people waiting for you to twist your head off here,” Lin Yi replied 

indifferently. 

“Yes, that person is me!” Chen Yushu quickly raised her hand to express her interest. 

“Humph!” Gou Huli glared at Lin Yi and Chen Yushu and thought, fine, I’ll let you be pleased for a while 

more! Such ignorant people! 

Chu Mengyao saw Lin Yi passing the card to the shop assistant and asked her to find the manager, she 

more or less figured out what Lin Yi intended to do. He planned to use her identity as a temporary 

expedient. 

It was exactly what Lin Yi thought. He already figured something out from the guard’s expressions. 

When he saw the information recorded on Chu Mengyao’s card, he immediately recognized Chu 

Mengyao, the young Miss of Pengzhan Industries! Imagine if a guard working in the parking lot knew 

who Chu Mengyao was, how was it possible that the manager of the department didn’t know who Chu 

Mengyao is? 

Once he saw Chu Mengyao’s card, he wouldn’t care about the rules anymore and he will immediately 

sell the clothes to her! Who manages Pengzhan Business Tower? Obviously Pengzhan Industry! And who 

was the owner? Wasn’t Chu Pengzhan? 



As Chu Pengzhan’s only daughter, the future inheritor of Pengzhan Industries, why wouldn’t these 

managers try to please her? 

Gou Huli’s outcome was already decided. They just had to watch how she decides to twist her head off. 

Although the shop assistant was confused, she quickly went to the manager’s office of the sales 

department with the card Lin Yi passed to her. It was the office to the direct leader above the staff here 

and the lady was nervous. She breathed deeply before knocking on the door. 

“Please come in!” A low voice sounded from the inside. 

The shop assistant pushed the door opened and spoke nervously, “Manager Wang, sorry to bother 

you…” 

“Oh? You are?” Manager Wang obviously didn’t know who she was as there was too much staff working 

here. How could he possibly recognize all of them? 

“I’m Chen Lili, working as a guide to VIP guests in the luxury clothing department…” She introduced 

herself. 

“Oh, what’s going on?” Manager Wang didn’t have any impressions of Chen Lili but nodded after 

hearing that she worked under him. 

“A diamond cardholder wants to purchase the sample in the display window…” Chen Lili revealed her 

intention in coming here. 

“What? Don’t we have rules on it? We can’t sell samples in the display windows. They are changed after 

a set period of time…” Manager Wang frowned. He emphasized this kind of things during meetings 

often, why did she come to ask again? 

 


